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Given the tremendous impact of online reviews on consumer choice, responding to 
online word of mouth (WOM) has become an important channel for firms to engage 
the consumers. This thesis investigates how firms can proactively respond to online 
product reviews to engage customers and manage customer relationships. In Study 
One, based upon the data of hotel reviews on Tripadvisor.com, I propose that 
responding by firms differ in three aspects, namely frequency, speed, and the amount 
of information, and these metrics exert significant influence on subsequent consumes’ 
WOM engagement, hotel rankings, and votes of usefulness of the reviews. 
 
 
Moreover, in contrast to responding to positive reviews, responding to negative 
reviews greatly affects consumption decisions given the negativity bias among 
consumers. Thus, the subsequent two studies examine whether responding help to 
alleviate the detrimental impact of negative reviews. Drawing from the literature on 
crisis management, service failure recovery, Study Two posits that sellers’ responses 
to negative WOM can be categorized as defensive and accommodative. Further, 
whether accommodative or defensive responding is more effective depends upon the 
nature of NWOM, namely regular NWOM or product failure. Based on the results of 
a between-subject experiment, Study Two provides evidence for the asymmetric 
impact of accommodative versus defensive responding. When confronting regular 
NWOM, defensive response outperforms accommodative response or no response, 
whereas accommodative response is superior to defensive response or no response 
when coping with a service failure.  
 
 
Further, based on the attribution of negative reviews, a moderated mediation effect is 
found. To enhance the external validity and robustness of these findings, Study Three 
provides econometric evidence that the relative effectiveness of accommodative vs 
defensive response on subsequent consumers’ evaluation of their consumption 
experience. Upon analyzing the hotels’ responses on Tripadvisor.com, responding can 
be a double-edged sword in that it works only when seller takes the appropriate 
responding strategies. In particular, the higher proportion of accommodative responses 
(defensive responses) for product failure reviews (regular negative reviews), the higher 
the subsequent consumers’ satisfaction. However, responding can backfire when the 
proportion of defensive responses (accommodative responses) for product failure 




To recapitulate, this thesis identifies whether and how online responding influences 
consumer experiences on social media. These research findings can help firms 
formulate effective responding strategies to take advantage of social media’s unique 
ability to engage customers and improve consumer satisfaction and loyalty. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Define the research problem 
Suppose you are planning to visit San Diego in US, and trying to book a hotel 
there. You explore on Tripadvisor.com, which is the largest review websites for 
travelling, and notice one negative review for an interested hotel as below: 
“  ‘Watch Your Credit Card’, reviewed by vagabond_biker on Feb 25, 2011. 
Not in the best part of town, view from my room not good. I was there on a weekend 
night and was awoken by loud partying down on the streets well beyond midnight. My 
least favorite of the many 4* hotels I've stayed at in San Diego over the years. 
At check out I was surprised to learn of a $28 parking charge as I did not have a car 
during my one-night stay. The charge was removed but reinstated to my credit card 
several days later. Subsequent emails about this have gone unanswered. A mistake in 
charging me for parking (and correcting it) I can understand. Charging me again and 
not responding is unacceptable”. 
Just below this review, you see a response from the general manager of this hotel:  
“General Manager at The Westgate Hotel responded to this review on March 4, 2011. 
Dear Guest, 
I was very sorry to learn that you did not enjoy your recent stay or of the lack of 
response to repeated inquiries regarding the parking charge. Please contact me 
directly I will ensure a credit to your account”. 
You keep on exploring and find another negative review: 
“  ‘Stay Away’, reviewed by Maximilien0709 on May 1, 2013. 
I'm here for one week for a business trip. Unfortunately during my first 48 hours 
this hotel might be one of the worst experiences I've had for a business trip. First off 
the hotel from the outside looks great, but one you make your way off the elevator you 
realize that the hotel is nothing but a book with a pretty cover. However tonight I was 
blown away when "Thomas" from the security staff harassed me and my group. 
Enjoying a lovely evening at hotel restaurant overlooking downtown, Thomas 
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approached our group and without any discourse he verbally pushed our group out of 
the restaurant, and made me feel as if I was in a communist regime where the "people" 
had no right to enjoy there evening”. 
 Another response from the hotel is listed below: 
“General Manager at The Westgate Hotel responded to this review on May 4, 2013. 
Thank you for taking the time to post your review on TripAdvisor. We appreciate 
the constructive feedback. The reason that you were asked to leave the restaurant is 
because your group was intoxicated, smoking, shouting and disturbing other guests in 
the restaurant. You had been asked several times to reframe from smoking before 
security was called to speak with you. In the state of California, it is illegal to allow 
smoking anywhere in a building or restaurant.” 
As a prospective customer, how would these different responses from the online 
seller, in addition to customer reviews, influence your purchase decision? As one of 
the community members on Tripadvisor.com, how do you think online responding 
intervene with customer’s engagement in this social platform? From the seller’s 
perspective, will responding help it win the competitive advantage? This dissertation 
aims at investigating the impact of online responding to online WOM from the 
observing consumers’ perspective (i.e., prospective consumers who read the product 
reviews and seller responses). Responding to online WOM has become increasingly 
important due to the tremendous influence of e-WOM on consumer perceptions and 
purchases.  
Even if sellers decide to respond, their responding patterns can be quite different 
across different sellers or across different time interval. There are several important 
characteristics as illustrated by the two responses above. For example, the compared 
with the first response, the second one appears to be more immediate after the posting 
of customer review (3 days vs. more than 1 month). Beside, these responses differ in 
terms of length, with the second one longer. Beyond these observations, the Westgate 
Hotel also has to decide whether it should or not respond to some particular reviews. 
It may respond more frequently in this week than the previous week. All these 
characteristics of responding behavior may lead to quite different consequences.  
Furthermore, the Westgate Hotel differentiates, and carefully elaborate on, their 
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responses when confronting different customer reviews. In the first response, it tries 
to apologize for the customer’s dissatisfaction, correct the situation, and compensate 
for the customers’ loss. However, in the second one, the hotel tries to explain for the 
dissatisfied customer experience, deny the accused responsibility, and shift the blame 
to the customer. Undoubtedly, the seller’s elaboration of responding content gives rise 
to its operational cost. What’s more, the investigation process of the mentioned issues 
and the compensations, if any, also leave the seller’s revenue at loss. Therefore, the 
fact that seller’s online responding may backfire necessitates a careful tradeoff 
between the benefit and cost of responding.  
Consequently, the research questions I am interested in my dissertation includes: 
(1) How does the responding behavior differing on the several attributes influence 
customer engagement in the online review system, which is a form of social media 
platform?  
(2) Will the different responding attributes help enhance the hotel’s competitive 
advantage, as indicated by the relative ranking among the all its competitors? 
(3) How should the seller decide to adopt different responding strategies, especially 
when confronting negative customer reviews? Will two different responding exert 
asymmetric effectiveness in different situations? If so, what is the underlying 
psychological process for the observed effects? 
   
1.2 Background 
Early theories described WOM as the organic inter-consumer communications for 
the exchange of product and brand-related messages and established the unique 
contribution of WOM compared with the traditional marketing communications in 
influencing product adoption. Since the advent of the Internet, electronic word-of-
mouth communication has become a major source of information for consumpotion 
decisions. Online product reviews have been considered as a good proxy for overall 
WOM and can influence consumers’ decisions (Zhu & Zhang, 2010). Marketing 
researchers have been devoted to studying the influence of online WOM on product 
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sales (e.g, Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006; Godes & Mayzlin, 2004, 2009; Zhu & Zhang, 
2010), customer satisfaction (e.g., Forman, Ghose & Wiesenfeld, 2008), and stock 
price (e.g., Tirunillai & Tellis, 2012). Previous research has indicated that WOM 
valence impacts sales by exemplifying product value to potential buyers (e.g., 
Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006) and that WOM volume plays a signaling role by 
increasing consumer awareness (e.g., Liu, 2006).  
Recent studies suggest that the widespread use of electronic WOM can be an 
opportunity rather than a threat for hotel managers and operators (Litvin, Goldsmith 
& Pan, 2008). Companies are taking advantage of online consumer reviews as a new 
marketing tool (Dellarocas, 2003). Godes and Mayzlin (2009) use the term “exogenous 
WOM” to describe the proactive actions of companies that induce their consumers to 
spread the word about their products online (Godes & Mayzlin, 2004, 2009). To 
illustrate, various initiatives of WOM marketing are developed as effective marketing 
communication strategies to influence and boost WOM, such as rewarded referral 
programs (Ryu & Feick, 2007), or communally based marketing promotions (e.g., 
seeding campaign targeted at influential bloggers) (Kozinets et al., 2010). However, 
these marketing activities are designed to utilize the power of WOM in an implicit way. 
Online responding emerges due to firms’ initiation to take advantage of the externality 
of WOM itself and proactively and explicitly interfere with the production of WOM. 
This perspective leads to the investigation of the impact of online responding on 
consumer engagement on social media platforms. 
Based upon the relevant literature and our initial interviews with a dozen of online 
shoppers and online sellers (mainly on Taobao.com, a major online trading platform 
in China), there are at least two considerations that prompt online sellers to monitor 
and proactively manage their online feedback systems, especially negative reviews. 
First of all, due to their significance on consumers’ purchase decision (Chevalier & 
Mayzlin, 2006; Cui, Lui & Guo, 2012; Dellarocas, 2006; Senecal & Nantel, 2004), 
online feedback systems proliferate on many popular shopping or auction websites 
(Dellarocas, 2003; Subramani & Balaji, 2003; Talwar, Jurca & Faltings, 2007). These 
third party websites evaluate their sellers based upon the online reviews to a great 
extent, and post the ratings or rankings for consumers to search. Secondly, the literature 
on impression-formation suggests a negativity bias (Fiske, 1980; Klein, 1996; 
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Skowronski & Carlston, 1989) when consumers process and integrate negative 
information with positive information; that is, people place more weight on negative 
than positive information in forming overall evaluations of a target. Several studies 
have given example of negativity bias for online reviews, including Basuroy, 
Chatterjee and Ravid (2003), Cui et al. (2012), and Sen and Lerman (2007). Negativity 
bias refers to a psychological tendency for people to give greater diagnostic weight to 
negative information in making evaluations and can be seen as a function of the 
individual’s social environment, which contains a greater number of positive than 
negative cues (Herr, Kardes & Kim, 1991). While only a limited number of consumers 
may be exposed to negative WOM in the offline setting, online feedback systems 
provide an opportunity for a huge number of consumers to easily access to and spread 
negative information about companies, products, or services. Moreover, consumers 
with extremely negative views are more motivated to report their experience online 
(Anderson, 1998; Hu, Liu & Zhang, 2008). All these considerations make the handling 
of negative reviews a critical issue and have led online sellers to develop effective 
strategies to monitor and mitigate the impact caused by negative reviews. 
Consequently, online responding emerges as an innovative way to counteract the 
detrimental impact caused by negative WOM and maintain their popularity. 
1.3 The impact of negative WOM 
The literature on the impact of negative WOM has generally agreed that negative 
WOM hurts business more than positive WOM can promote it (Basuroy et al., 2003; 
Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006; Cui et al., 2012; Jones & Davis, 1965; Reinstein & Snyder, 
2005). Negative cues attract more attention and are perceived as counter-normative 
and more often attributed to the stimulus object than positive cues (Kanouse et al., 
1987). Negative information is also more diagnostic than positive information, 
because the influence of negative information assigning a product to a lower-quality 
class exceeds that of positive information’s assigning it to a higher-quality class 
(Ahluwalia & Gürhan-Canli, 2000). Basuroy et al. (2003) found that negative reviews 
hurt movie box office performance more than positive reviews help it during the first 
week. Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006) also discover that one-star reviews hurt book 
sales more than five-star reviews improve book sales. These studies have shown that 
negative WOM encountered during the evaluation process can carry considerable 
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weight and negatively influence subsequent judgments. 
A growing body of literature has explored different situations where the damaging 
impact of negative information can be attenuated. Ahluwalia, Burnkrant and Unnava 
(2000) demonstrate that consumer commitment could help reduce the impact of 
negative publicity through the mediation of highly committed consumers’ 
counterargument of the negative information. Berger, Sorensen and Rasmussen (2010) 
provide both experimental and econometric evidence that negative reviews can 
increase book sales by enhancing product awareness, but such positive influence was 
only observed when customers’ initial awareness was low Other examples can be seen 
in Ein-Gar, Shiv and Tormala (2012) when processing effort is low and negative 
information follows positive information or in Chan and Cui (2011) when the overall 
reviews for newly released products are positive. To summarize, the negativity bias 
has prompted firms to search for effective ways to mitigate the damaging impact of 
negative information. By the same token, the neglecting of negative WOM may 
hamper firms’ ability to use of online WOM as a new marketing tool. 
1.4 Management of feedback systems and proactive responding 
Typically, user-generated post-purchase reviews contain previous consumers’ 
assessment of sellers and their products’ attributes (Ghose, 2009). These assessments 
potentially augment the richness of information in addition to the composite numerical 
reputation scores (Ghose, Ipeirotis & Sundararajan, 2005, 2007) and thus, potentially 
mitigate information asymmetry between online sellers and potential consumers. Due 
to the significant impact of WOM on purchase decisions and the great efficiency of 
the Internet in spreading it, firms are therefore inclined to monitor and strategically 
manage online feedback systems, such as identifying the influentials, encouraging 
advocates, or withholding product information (Chen & Xie, 2005; Dellarocas, 2006; 
Godes & Mayzlin, 2009; Li & Hitt, 2008). The accumulating literature on review 
manipulations (e.g., Dellarocas, 2006; Mayzlin, 2006; Xiao & Benbasat, 2011) 
demonstrates that firms are motivated to encourage positive review and suppress 
negative reviews by various methods. However, ethical concerns arising has hampered 
these practices and more and more regulations on the third party retailing websites 
make these manipulation practices much more difficult. 
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Consequently, many sellers have started to manage online feedback systems by 
proactively responding to customers’ reviews on the third-party websites, such as 
Yelp.com, Amazon.com, or TripAdvisor.com. A marketing research report has shown 
that 18% of consumers became loyal repeat customers after receiving a brand’s online 
response to negative feedback (Reevoo, 2011). However, no academic research so far 
has investigated the potential influence of different responding strategies from the 
perspective of prospective consumers, making it a research topic of urgent need for 
theory development and empirical investigation. 
1.5 Coping strategies to negative events 
Existing literature on firms’ handling of negative events mainly lies in studies of 
negative publicity and crisis management, service/product failure recovery, and 
interpersonal and inter-organizational apology.  
In the context of service failure recovery, companies attempt to recover its 
reputation by various remedies (Grewal et al., 2006). Previous experiments of service 
failure have manipulated remedies using apologies (Smith & Bolton, 1998; Smith, 
Bolton & Wagner, 1999), discounts (Boshoff, 1997; Webster & Sundaram, 1998), 
compensation (Bitner, 1990; Harris, Grainger & Mullany, 2006; Smith & Bolton, 1998; 
Smith et al., 1999), and offers to reperform the service (Bitner, 1990; Levesque & 
McDougall, 2000). Service recovery and complaint management research 
concentrates on consumers (ie., the victims) directly affected by the harmful 
product/service in question. As buyers, they may respond directly to products and 
services providers by showing (dis)satisfaction and complaining. Online responding 
deviates from the service failure recovery in that it emphasizes how sellers’ responses 
to negative reviews influence the observing consumers. Thus, online responding 
differs from sellers’ interpersonal and private interactions with the dissatisfactory 
consumers involved, such as the offline telephone contacts, or those private online 
chatting. Although there is some research in service failure literature that addresses the 
impact of service failure on observing consumers’ attribution (e.g., Folkes & Kotsos, 
1986; Wan, Chan & Su, 2011), none of them has investigated whether and how firms’ 
recovery effort influences the observers’ evaluation and purchase decisions. 
Another stream of research similar to online responding lies in the negative 
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publicity and crisis management research in the field of public relations. These 
researchers have proposed different types of corporate responding strategies for 
negative publicity, such as product harms, product recall, or company value related 
scandals (e.g., Benoit, 1995; Coombs, 1999; Marcus & Goodman, 1991). A company’s 
proactive actions (such as apology, compensation, or corrective actions) in response to 
such negative events help restore its positive image (Griffin, Babin & Darden, 1992). 
Various crisis-response strategies are proposed, ranging from defensive (i.e., putting 
shareholders’ interest first, such as denying responsibility, attacking the accuser, and 
shifting blame to others) to accommodative (i.e., putting victims’ concerns first, such 
as apology, compensation, or corrective action) (Bradford & Garrett, 1995; Coombs, 
1999; Dawar & Pillutla, 2000; Marcus & Goodman, 1991). These studies arrive at the 
consensus that the accommodative strategies are the most effective and robust 
communicative option in counteracting the detrimental effect of negative publicity. 
This line of research focuses on a broader public, consisting of the directly affected 
consumers and potential buyers who are informed by mass media. However, negative 
product reviews are different in the intensity, the scope and the consequent influence 
from that of negative publicity, such as product-harm crises, and company scandal. 
This difference suggests that the overwhelming advantage of accommodative 
responses may not be demonstrated in the context of online responding to negative 
WOM. Therefore, I propose that both defensive responding and accommodative 
responding to negative WOM may exert positive influence on consumers’ evaluations 
of the product.  
In the literature of management of interpersonal and inter-organizational 
relationship, different coping strategies are employed to rebuild partner relationship 
after trust violations. These coping strategies include accommodative apology, 
defensive denial, and reticence to remedy trust after transgressions. This research 
shows that the use of apologies cannot always promise an effective remedy to the 
interpersonal and inter-organizational transgressions (Ferrin et al., 2007; Kim et al., 
2004; Santelli, Struthers & Eaton, 2009; Van Laer & De Ruyter, 2010). Similar to 
service failure recovery, the management of interpersonal and inter-organizational 
transgression differs from online responding in that these tactics also target the partners 
involved in the transgressive events. Furthermore, the interactions within this context 
tend to be deeper and more reciprocal because the trust has been developed gradually 
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over time (Lewicki & Wiethoff, 2000). 
In sum, the above research offers valuable insight to the conceptualization and 
empirical investigation of online responding, which is summarized in the Figure 1 
below: 
(Insert Figure 1 here) 
1.6 Motivations 
The increasing popularity of online responding has made the research questions 
addressed in this dissertation of high priority. Before developing the econometric 
models, I firstly report some important observations on Tripadvisor.com, which 
indicate the increasing pervasion and some important characteristics of online 
responding. Although the first review appeared on TripAdvisor.com in 2000, 
TripAdvisor.com did not offer the function of direct responding in its review system 
until 2004. The following statistic descriptions are based upon the customer reviews 
for all hotels in San Diego, which was crawled on Aug. 27th, 2014. Overall, among a 
total of 275 hotels, 27 hotels never received any review and are excluded from analyses. 
For the remaining hotels, 36 hotels never respond to their customer reviews at all. 
Consequently I obtain a subsample of 212 hotels that did respond to their customers’ 
reviews regularly or sporadically. Since the first response that appeared on 
TripAdvisor.com was in early 2004, I demonstrate the statistical summary starting 
from the year of 2003.  
(Insert Table 1 here) 
As we can observe from Table 1 above, although the number of reviews has soared  
due to consumer’s increased adoption of online purchase (e.g., from 534 in 2003 to 
29,709 in 2013), the percentage of reviews with a response from hotels was increasing 
at an accelerating rate. While the percentage of responded reviews was only 
approximately 1% between 2004 and 2006, it has increased significantly since 2008, 
which further grew steadily and approached 46.69% in 2013. What’s more, the 
statistics at the industry level further manifest the hotels’ increased engagement in 
online responding behavior. While the percentage of hotels engaging in responding 
was less than 5% before 2007, it accelerated into 83.40% in 2013. This noteworthy 
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pervasion has implied that the majority of the hotels have now taken actions to manage 
their online reviews as an important instrument to influence customers’ expectation 
and maintain the reputation of hotels. This is a stark contrast to the wide-held belief 
that online sellers are always inclined to strategically manipulate online reviews (e.g., 
Dellarocas, 2006; Mayzlin, 2006; Xiao & Benbasat, 2011). These observations 
undoubtedly motivates our in-depth discussions of the impact of online responding. 
Though the accelerating pervasion of online responding across industries (e.g., 
hotels on Tripadvisor.com, or restaurants on Yelp.com), there is no published 
marketing research that has discussed its effectiveness and potential benefits in terms 
of the maintenance of reputation, the retention of loyal customer, the more informed 
decisions for prospect customers, and the cultivation of customer engagement in 
review systems. Consequently, there is no pragmatic guidelines for marketing 
practitioners to make effective responses in different situations. For example, should 
firms respond to the customer reviews immediately? Or, does it pay off for firms to 
allocate their resources to elaborate on the responding content? My research answers 
the call for the understanding of how firms should permeate into the realm of 
consumer-to-consumer WOM communications on social media platform (Kozinets et 
al., 2010). 
Besides the managerial implications, my research also deviates from relevant 
literature in coping strategies to negative events. The literature in the negative publicity, 
service failure recovery, and interpersonal/inter-organizational apology tend to focus 
on the involved consumers or parties. However, online responding focuses on the 
observing consumers. This different perspective gives rise to the externality, 
continuousness, and permanence of online responding. The issue of externality arises 
because online responding affects not only customers who write reviews and receive 
responses, but also prospective consumers in their consumption decisions and 
subsequent WOM behavior (Ye et al., 2008). The impact of WOM has made it 
necessary to examine the effectiveness of commensurate responses. Moreover, online 
sellers have to respond continuously to manage their online reviews. Once they do so, 
their responses become displayed permanently among the online reviews, and any 
prospective consumer can see them. These important differences lead to different 
theoretical considerations for the effectiveness of coping methods, and establish the 
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unique contribution in how the coping strategies influence observing consumers.  
1.7 Summary of the research designs 
To fulfill the research motivations identified, my dissertation consists of three 
studies. While Study 1 proposes online responding to customer reviews (both positive 
and negative ones) as an innovative communication channels for firms to engage 
customers, Study 2 and Study 3 turn to propose online responding as effective coping 
to counteract the negative reviews. 
Although sellers’ responding to negative WOM is of pivotal interest in this 
dissertation, the observation that sellers respond to both positive and negative reviews 
necessitates Study 1 as an exploratory investigation. As Table 2 illustrates, the field 
data crawled from Tripadvisor.com, which consists of 108,451 hotel reviews for San 
Diego, demonstrates an approximately even distribution of the percentage of 
responding across different rating values. In other words, hotels not only respond to 
negative WOM as a way to counteract the potential detrimental impact of negative 
WOM, but also respond to positive WOM in a comparative frequency. 
(Insert Table 2 here) 
Instead of delving into the content of responses, Study 1 explores the impact of 
online responding, as an innovative communication method to intervene in the 
consumer-generated WOM and improve customer engagement on social media 
platform. Even if sellers decide to respond to customer reviews, they do not respond 
in a consistent pattern. Online responding can differ in terms of the frequency within 
a particular period, the speed, and the amount of information conveyed in the responses. 
Accordingly, Study 1 investigates the impact of these responding attributes as well as 
the dummy variable, i.e., whether seller respond or not, on subsequent consumers’ 
engagement within the online review system. Figure 2 depicts the research design 
explored in Study 1.  
(Insert Figure 2 here) 
While Study 1 provides an explorative investigation of online responding to all 
reviews, both Study 2 (with an experimental design) and Study 3 (with econometric 
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models) focus on the effect of responding to negative WOM. In particular, I investigate 
how online sellers adopt different online responding strategies (accommodative or 
defensive responding) to manage online feedback systems and counteract the 
undesirable influence of negative WOM on observing consumers. Specifically, I posit 
that the relative effectiveness of the accommodative versus defensive responding 
differs for regular negative WOM and product failure WOM. Furthermore, I postulate 
that appropriate responding can help alleviate observing consumers’ attribution of 
negative reviews to the seller. Figure 3 illustrates the proposed conceptual framework 
for Study 2 and Study 3: 




Chapter 2 Communication role of responding in customer 
engagement 
2.1 Introduction 
Social media offer numerous opportunities to influence consumers. Both 
marketing practitioners and scholars have recognized online reviews an important 
category of use-generated content (Winer, 2009). Marketers have attempted various 
innovative means to strengthen customer relationship by social media marketing. For 
instance, brands are increasingly actively updating their blogs on Facebook or Twitter, 
posting product information, and interactively communicating with consumers in 
online forums. Firms may intentionally influence consumer-to-consumer 
communications by employing blog-based “seeding” campaign to proactively manage 
the generation of online WOM (Kozinets et al., 2010). Due to the increasing 
accessibility, reach and transparency of online WOM (Kozinets et al., 2010), many 
brands and companies take actions to strategically manage product reviews by verbally 
responding to selected reviews. Responding to online reviews has become a new 
communication channel to engage customers.  
The main purpose of this study is to examine the influence of companies’ online 
responding behavior on consumers’ perceptions and behaviors in the consumer review 
websites. In particular, I elaborate different responding characteristics in terms of the 
frequency, speed, and the amount of information conveyed by responses. Meanwhile, 
I gauge the consumer engagement by both the traditional WOM metrics (namely, 
valence, volume, and dispersion) and the feedback (e.g., the voting for helpful reviews) 
of members in the online review community.  
2.2 Literature review 
2.2.1 Evolution of WOM practices and theories 
Early theories depicted WOM as organic inter-consumer communications for the 
exchange of product and brand-related messages and established the unique 
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contribution of WOM compared with the traditional marketing communications in 
influencing product adoption. Early WOM research has focused on identifying its 
consequences. Broadly speaking, WOM valence impacts sales by exemplifying 
product value to potential buyers (e.g., Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006) and WOM volume 
plays a signaling role by increasing consumer awareness and the number of informed 
consumers in the market (e.g., Liu, 2006). Across a variety of domains, previous 
research finds that word-of-mouth has a causal impact on individual behavior (e.g., 
purchase or new product adoption) and the firm more broadly (e.g., aggregate sales or 
financial performance) (Berger, 2014). Word of mouth has been shown to boost sales 
of books (Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006), bath and beauty products (Moe & Trusov, 
2011), and restaurants (Godes & Mayzlin, 2009) and speed the adoption and diffusion 
of new pharmaceutical drugs (Iyengar, Van den Bulte & Valente, 2011). Other work 
suggests that word-of-mouth may boost sales of music (Dhar & Chang, 2009), movies 
(Chintagunta, Gopinath & Venkataraman, 2010; Dellarocas, Zhang & Awad, 2007; 
Duan, Gu & Whinston, 2008) and video games (Zhu & Zhang, 2010) and increase 
microfinance loans (Stephen & Galak, 2012), television show viewership (Godes & 
Mayzlin, 2004), and sign-ups to a social network website (Trusov, Bucklin & Pauwels, 
2009). Some data even suggests that negative word-of-mouth may hurt stock prices 
(Luo, 2009) and stock returns (Luo, 2007).  
Previous research has provided foundations for marketers to take advantage of 
online reviews as a new marketing tool (Dellarocas, 2003). Consequently, instead of 
passively receiving consumer reviews, many brands now take an active role to promote, 
influence, and monitor the generation and distribution of online WOM (Kozinets et al., 
2010). The first stream of research lies in the strategic manipulation of reviews systems. 
Tactics adopted to manipulate WOM involve anonymously adding fake positive 
reviews, intentionally deleting or hiding negative reviews and offering incentives to 
encourage positive reviews (Dellarocas, 2006). For example, some firms (e.g., Big Fat 
Inc.; BuzzAgent Inc.) pay people to go out and talk up a brand, either in face-to-face 
or online settings, where the fact that they are employed by a marketing agency is not 
disclosed (a form of "undercover" marketing). Apparently, these practices may lead 
ethical concerns (Carl, 2006), hurt the credibility of social media as a whole and 
impede firms’ long-turn relationship with customers.  
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The second stream emphasizes the design of effective marketing communication 
strategies to influence and boost WOM. For example, Berger and Schwartz (2011) 
demonstrates that promotional giveaways may help boost WOM but that certain types 
of giveaways seem significantly more effective than others. With an increasing 
emphasis on the role of consumer networks, groups and communities (Cova & Cova, 
2002; Hoffman & Novak, 1996; Muniz Jr & O’guinn, 2001), marketers may cautiously 
select different referral programs to increase referral likelihood (Ryu & Feick, 2007), 
or communally based marketing promotions (e.g., seeding campaign targeted at 
influential bloggers) to plan, target and leverage WOM (Kozinets et al., 2010).  
The above literature review provides insightful overview of the important impact 
of WOM and the various marketing strategies to influence WOM behavior. However, 
all these marketing activities are designed to utilize the power of WOM in an implicit 
way. In the meantime, online responding has emerged due to firms’ initiative to take 
advantage of the externality of WOM itself and proactively and explicitly intervene 
the production of WOM. This externality arises from the fact that online responding 
affects not only customers who write reviews but also the consumption decision of 
observing consumers and their subsequent WOM behavior (Ye et al., 2008). Thus, 
online responding has become an important communication channel for firms and is 
of great value for potential consumers. Not surprisingly, an accelerating percentage of 
firms turn to responding to online reviews to connect with their potential customers by 
nurturing trust. Nevertheless, research in online responding via review systems is far 
behind their development and usage. The present study highlights the impact of online 
responding on the generation of subsequent WOM from future customers and on firms’ 
competitive advantages. In particular, investigating the responding attributes helps 
formulate the effective responses and provides practical guidelines for social media 
marketing practices. 
2.2.2 Online Responding as a New Communication Channel 
Communication is defined as a process in which individuals share and create 
information in order to reach a mutual understanding (Roger & Kincaid, 1981). Mutual 
understanding emphasizes the need for shared meaning, which occurs when “some 
sort of exchange by which the meaning of one person is made to correspond to an 
already existing meaning of another person” (Grossberg, 1982), resulting in less 
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misinterpretation and misinformation. Through frequent communication, they develop 
common definitions of situations and build consensus (Van de Ven & Walker, 1984). 
This “adjust process” (Warriner, 1970) facilitates the gradual convergence of meanings 
and opinions about situations (Van de Ven & Walker, 1984). 
The classic mass communication model assumes that marketers dominate the one-
way flow of communications from the company through media to consumers (Winer, 
2009). However, due to rapidly growing of marketing communications through online 
media the shift to a “hypermedia” environment has changed the nature of 
communications (Hoffman & Novak, 1996; Moe & Schweidel, 2012). Marketers are 
increasingly losing control over the dialogue taking place around their products and 
brands. Instead, consumers are becoming the pivotal authors of brand stories in the 
new dynamic networks between consumers and brands and the ease of sharing brand 
experiences with others in such networks (Gensler et al., 2013; Moe & Schweidel, 
2012). Marketers today are creating “experiences” for their customers in an attempt to 
differentiate their products and services from competitors. Therefore, the list of 
innovative ways for marketers to reach their customers is continuously expanding in 
this “hypermedia” environment, such as Twitter-based customer service, or Facebook 
news feeds.  
Both practitioners and researchers have identified WOM as a new element of 
marketing communication mix with growing popularity and importance (Chen & Xie, 
2005). As Chen and Xie (2005, 2008) advocates, firms should adjust communication 
strategy to best respond to this consumer-created information channel. However, only 
a handful of researchers have examined a firm’s strategic decisions regarding 
information disclosure in its marketing communication in response to the proliferation 
of consumer reviews. As a good example, Chen and Xie (2008) find that sellers should 
increase (or reduce) the amount of product attribute information in marketing 
communications, depending on the low (or high) level of the product cost and the 
sophistication of product users. Also, in the presence of third-party reviews, a firm 
adopting a review-endorsed advertising format (i.e., advertisements containing third-
party award logos such as “editor’s choice by PC Magazine”) to broadcast its success 
can hurt the winning product (Chen & Xie, 2005). Apparently, research on the impact 
of new communication strategies has not grown at a commensurate pace.  
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In this research, I propose that online responding works as another innovative 
communication channel in response to the shift to the “hypermedia” environment. Past 
research has provided mounting evidence for the significant influence of online WOM 
on consumers’ decisions (Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006; Cui et al., 2012; Sen & Lerman, 
2007; Senecal & Nantel, 2004). Particularly, these consumer-initiated communications 
are independent from firm-sponsored communications, lending them greater 
objectivity and credibility (Chen & Xie, 2005). However, firms have lost their pivotal 
role in generating desirable online WOM and instead, consumers are now empowered 
to share both positive and negative WOM. What’s more, the empirical investigations 
of the dynamics of WOM offer evidence for the negative trend of valence of WOM 
(Godes & Silva, 2012; Li & Hitt, 2008; Moe & Schweidel, 2012; Wu & Huberman, 
2008); furthermore, consumers have become more critical and more negative when 
posting a rating across years (Godes & Silva, 2012). Therefore, online responding 
aiming at countering negative comments and reinforcing positive ones is increasingly 
important. Evidence on whether and how online responding influences online reviews 
can shed light on the crafting of effective responding strategies to take advantage of 
social media’s unique ability to engage customers.  
2.2.3 Customer engagement in online review systems 
The theoretical root of customer engagement lies in the “expanded domain of 
relationship marketing”. The advent of internet and particularly the interactive aspects 
of Web 2.0 technologies and tools has induced the popularity of the customer 
engagement concept. Its importance has primarily been recognized by practitioners 
seeking to harness the potential of social media to build enduring relational exchanges 
with strong emotional bonds (Sashi, 2012). Customer engagement on social media 
platforms is conceptualized as the undertaking of specific interactive experiences 
between consumers and/or other actors within a marketing system (Brodie et al., 2013).  
These interactions include consumer-to-consumer communications in brand-related 
chat rooms or blogs, and firm-consumer interactions through online feedback systems 
(Van Doorn et al., 2010). Customer engagement consists of multiple behaviors such as 
blogging, online discussions, commenting, information search and opinion polls. 
Consumer engagement helps foster consumers’ trust (e.g., Casaló, Flavián & Guinalíu, 
2007; Hollebeek, 2011), satisfaction and loyalty (e.g., Bowden (2009a); Bowden, 
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2009b), and emotional connection (e.g., Chan & Li, 2010). 
By responding to online reviews, firms can forge relationships with existing as 
well as new customers and nurture review communities that interactively collaborate 
to identify and understand problems and develop solutions for them. These interactions 
change the traditional roles of both seller and customer in exchange relationships 
(Sashi, 2012). Indeed, customers often add value by generating content and even 
become ardent advocates for the seller’s products and can influence purchase decisions 
of others in peer-to-peer interactions.  
This study proposes that firms’ online responding exerts significant influence on 
subsequent consumers’ engagement in generating WOM in online review systems. 
Among the fundamental and most researched properties of WOM are its volume, 
valence, and dispersion. According to Dellarocas et al. (2007), the underlying rationale 
of volume is that the more consumers discuss a product, the higher the chance that 
other consumers will become aware of it. If online responding engenders more and 
more customers that are willing to utilize online review systems to share their 
consumption experience, customer engagement is enhanced as indicated by a higher 
volume of subsequent ratings. An enhanced valence represents more customer 
engagement because when delighted or loyal customers share their delight or loyalty 
in interactions with others in their social networks and become advocates for a product, 
brand, or company, the foundation has been laid for proceeding to customer 
engagement (Sashi, 2012). The reason behind measuring dispersion, or the spread of 
communication across communities, is based on the idea that opinions spread quickly 
within communities, but slowly across them (Granovetter, 1973). Ideas and opinions 
that exhibit strong dispersion across communities are thus likely to have substantial 
staying power and maintain higher customer engagement. Research in online WOM 
has supported the positive effect of dispersion on product success (Clemons, Gao & 
Hitt, 2006; Godes & Mayzlin, 2004)). This study aims to delineate the impact of online 
responding on observing customers’ engagement in WOM generation, as measured by 
three WOM metrics. 
Besides, online responding also cultivates customer engagement in other activities 
in the online review systems, such as the voting for helpful reviews. Without direct 
interactions with sellers or products, online markets pose a challenge for evaluating 
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products, particularly experience goods, and thus form barriers for online transactions 
(Dimoka, Yili & Paul, 2012). Typically, user-generated post-purchase reviews contain 
previous consumers’ assessments of brand and products attributes (Ghose, 2009). 
Previous research has evidenced that customer reviews privide diagnostic value across 
multiple stages of purhcase decision process (Mudambi & Schuff, 2010). Increasingly, 
businesses such as hotels find it the first priority to facilitate the generation of 
informative customer reviews. By asking “Was this review helpful,” many websites 
adopt a peer voting system whereby community members provide votes of helpfulness 
to rate reviews contributed by other community members. The number of votes for 
helpfulness is an intrinsic index of the informativeness of reviews evaluated by 
consumers with common interest for a product.  
Although the numeric rating works as a proxy for evaluating the underlying 
quality of a product, it conveys limited information to a prospective buyer about what 
aspects of the product are important. Consequently, the reader has to read the textual 
reviews to figure out which of the positive and negative attributes of a product are of 
interest (Ghose & Ipeirotis, 2011). The more observing consumers vote those “helpful” 
reviews, the more the interactions of consumers with common interests and the higher 
level of engagement consumers engender in online review system. Thus, I propose the 
voting behavior of community members is another indication of customer engagement 
and investigate the impact of online responding on the number of votes for helpful 
reviews. 
2.2.4 Attributes of online sellers’ responding behavior 
Even seller decides to respond its customer reviews, its responding pattern can be 
inconsistent from time to time. I construct four responding attributes to describe 
different characteristics of responding behavior, which will be discussed in detail 
below. 
Signaling role of online responding 
Before the discussion of different characteristics of responding, I firstly posit that 
whether a business responds or not can make a difference. In contrast to physical 
channels where buyers can see, touch, smell, and test a product, online markets create 
a physical separation between buyers and products. All interactions are technology-
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mediated, and thus consumers are less able to directly assess a product, resulting in 
both an exacerbated product uncertainty (Koppius, van Heck & Wolters, 2004) and a 
diminished capacity to judge product quality prior to purchase (Jiang & Benbasat, 
2004). Furthermore, the shipment usually occurs after the payment (Lucking-Reiley, 
2000), leading the buyers bear significant risks for items not delivered or those 
significantly misrepresented by sellers (Li, Srinivasan & Sun, 2009).To summarize, 
consumers are placed in a unique inference-making position due to the information 
asymmetry about a product and its seller caused by spatial and temporal separation 
(Aiken & Boush, 2006; Spencer & Huston, 2002).  
According to economics of information, signaling theory is fundamentally 
concerned with reducing information asymmetry (Spence, 2002) when two parties 
(individuals or organizations) have access to different information. Signaling theory 
has been studied extensively in disciplines such as finance  (e.g, Benartzi, Michaely 
& Thaler, 1997), management (Certo, 2003; Turban & Greening, 1997), and marketing 
(Boulding & Kirmani, 1993; Kirmani, 1997; Kirmani & Rao, 2000; Rao, Qu & 
Ruekert, 1999) as a framework for understanding how two parties (e.g., buyer and 
seller) address limited or hidden information in precontractual (prepurchase) contexts 
to diminish adverse selection. A signal is a cue that a seller can use “to convey 
information credibly about unobservable product quality to the buyer” (Rao et al., 
1999). Particularly, the sender must choose whether and how to communicate (or 
signal) information and the receiver have to choose how to interpret the signal 
(Connelly et al., 2010). 
  Effective signals must be observable and differentially costly (Connelly et al., 
2010; Rao & Monroe, 1989). Accroding to Connelly et al. (2010), observability refers 
to the extent to which buyers can notice signals and reduce their information search 
and processing costs. Differential cost of signaling is the most important property of 
signals because some signalers are in a better position than others to absorb the 
associated costs. As Dimoka et al. (2012) stated, it should be more costly for a bad 
seller to transmit the signal (termed separating equilibrium), and it must be more costly 
for bad products than good ones to transmit a signal (termed single-crossing property). 
Commonly used signals in traditional, offline commerce include brand (Erdem & 
Swait, 1998; Price & Dawar, 2002), retailer reputation (Chu & Chu, 1994; Purohit & 
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Srivastava, 2001), advertising (e.g., Kihlstrom & Riordan, 1984), price (Dawar & 
Parker, 1994; Rao & Monroe, 1988), and warranties(e.g., Boulding & Kirmani, 1993). 
The current literature suggests that sending signals may be more important in an 
online marketing channel than in an offline one (Biswas & Biswas, 2004; Dewally & 
Ederington, 2006; Li et al., 2009). I propose that choosing to respond to customer 
reviews works as a signaling mechanism to attenuate information uncertainty 
confronted by online consumers. From the perspective of signaling theory, online 
responding can serve as effective signals since they satisfy with the two fundamental 
requirements, observability and differential costing (Connelly et al., 2010; Rao & 
Monroe, 1989). Compared with some other commonly used remedies to negative 
reviews such as offline telephone contact or private online chatting, sellers’ literal 
responses online can be observed by prospective consumers and reduce their 
information searching. Separating equilibrium occurs when only sellers with high-
quality products can afford to send a high credibility signal, enabling prospective 
consumers to distinguish between sellers of high and low quality products (Boulding 
& Kirmani, 1993). The online sellers can achieve a separating equilibrium, since it is 
prohibitively expensive for low-quality sellers to provide reasonable and approporiate 
responses in particular for negative reviews. Thus, I propose the following proposition: 
Proposistion 1: Whether a hotel respond to online reviews or not make a significant 
difference in customer engagement in online review system; the decision to respond to 
reviews engenders customer engagement. 
Frequency, speed, and amount of information of responding 
This study posits online responding as an innovative communication channel to 
enrich the interactions between firms and customers. Several responding attributes 
determine the capability for online responding to engage customer in online review 
system. Usually, communication serves two objectives: uncertainty reduction and 
equivocality reduction (Carlson & Zmud, 1999; Daft & Lengel, 1984, 1986). 
Uncertainty reduction involves rectifying a lack of information, whereas equivocality 
reduction involves removing ambiguity about multiple and conflicting interpretations 
about an issue (Daft & Lengel, 1984, 1986). Uncertainty calls for additional 
information to close an information or knowledge gap, whereas equivocality can be 
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reduced through rapid back-and-forth exchanges to foster consensus during 
communication process (Weiss, Lurie & MacInnis, 2008).  
According to media richness theory (hereafter, MRT), communication media 
richness refers to the extent to which media have the ability to overcome different 
frames of reference, clarify ambiguous issues, and thus facilitate understanding 
between communicating individuals (Daft & Lengel, 1986). Organizational 
communication channels possess a set of objective characteristics that determine each 
channel’s capacity to carry rich information, with rich information being more capable 
than lean information of reducing uncertainty and equivocality in a message receiver. 
For an instance, communication that can overcome different frames of reference or 
clarify ambiguous issues to in a timely manner are considered rich. Communications 
that require a long time to enable understanding or that cannot overcome different 
perspectives are lower in richness.  
Although MRT typically concerns the selection among different types of media, it 
applies to the examination of the richness within the same medium. Further, 
information provider’s characteristics can influence richness. For example, Boneva, 
Kraut and Frohlich (2001) find women’s expressive style (vs. men’s instrumental style) 
of relationship maintenance leads to a more frequent use of email to contact friends 
and family and they tend consider email as a gratifying communication medium. 
Similarly, I propose that online responding can lead to different effectiveness in 
engaging consumers, due to different responding attributes. These attributes include 
(1) speed of responding, (2) frequency of responding, and (3) amount of information 
delivered in the responses. 
Speed and frequency of responding correspond to the feedback capability in MRT 
(Daft & Lengel, 1984, 1986). Immediate and frequent feedback helps to reduce 
equivocality by correcting misinterpretations and achieving mutual understanding. 
Speed refers to how quickly a seller responds to the posted reviews compared with 
other sellers who also respond to their customers’ reviews. Frequency refers to the 
number of responses an online seller provide within a particular period (i.e., per week) 
compared with other sellers. The amount of information contained in seller’s response 
is relevant to Daft and Lengel’s idea of uncertainty reduction. The amount of 
information refers to the total quantity of information delivered in the responses. In 
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the following sections, I articulate whether and how these three responding attributes 
are likely to affect consumers’ engagement in the WOM generation and in voting for 
helpful reviews. 
Frequency of responding  
Frequent responding provides the opportunity for seller to clarify in detail the 
questions mentioned by responded reviews. Via frequent responses, seller can delve 
deeper into the questions at hand by offering customized response tailored to each 
review, thus reducing information ambiguity (equivocality; Daft and Lengel (1984, 
1986)). Thus, the more frequent responding which enhances seller’s relative ability to 
reduce ambiguity, the more likely subsequent consumers engage in WOM generation 
and voting for helpful reviews. Therefore, I propose, 
Proposistion 2: Frequent responding enhances consumer engagement in WOM 
generation and voting for helpful reviews. 
Speed of responding  
MRT researchers (Daft & Lengel, 1984, 1986) propose that traditional 
communication media possessing fast feedback capability is efficient in reducing 
equivocality because immediate feedback helps clarify ambiguity by reducing 
confusion and conflict interpretations of an issue. To illustrate, Weiss et al. (2008) find 
that speedy responses to inquiries in an online forum are evaluated more valuable by 
helping the information seeker quickly structure the particular problem he or she faces 
to clarify. Similarly, seller’s online responding motivates subsequent consumers to 
review their consumption experience in that they can more accurately and more readily 
elaborate their experience. Thus I posit that timely online responding helps enhance 
consumers’ engagement as below: 
Proposistion 3: Immediate responding enhances consumer engagement in WOM 
generation and encourage voting for helpful reviews. 
Amount of information  
According to MRT, the more information conveyed by the responses, the higher 
the communication media’s capability to reduce uncertainty (Otondo et al., 2008). 
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Research also finds that the arguments of senior managers were found to be more 
persuasive when they provided a larger quantity of information (Schwenk, 1986). 
Consequently, one may anticipate that observing consumers are more likely to engage 
in WOM generation and voting for helpful reviews if seller provide more information 
when responding. However, limited research provides contradictory evidence that 
richer media can transmit a wider range of cues, but too many cues may induce 
information overload. Information overload can also occur when information is 
unfamiliar, complex, or is presented more rapidly than the receiver can process 
(Otondo et al., 2008). Based upon previous mixed findings of the impact of the amount 
of information, I propose that the amount of information delivered in the responses 
may not necessarily be helpful in engaging customers. 
Proposistion 4: The amount of information delivered in responese does not necessarily 
leads to higher customer engagment. 
2.3 Empirical Analysis  
2.3.1 Data collection 
I choose TripAdvisor.com as the data source mainly for two reasons. First of all, 
it is one of the most popular non-transactional review sites that have had the most 
stable growth over the past years. Further, TripAdvisor.com has introduced the 
responding function for hotels since 2004, which enables the investigation of the effect 
of the online responding. An automatic crawler was applied to download the weekly 
data for all the available hotels in San Diego city on TripAdvisor.com. Before the 
formal collection procedure, I downloaded the all relevant information available on a 
daily basis to monitor and improve the stability and reliability of the crawler. After 
continuous daily trials for one month, the formal procedure recorded weekly data for 
all the hotels in San Diego between Jan 1st, and Aug 27th, in 2014, resulting a panel 
data cross consecutive 35 weeks. The obtained data can be classified into four 
categories: hotel information, review information, hotel’s responding information, and 
reviewer information.  
a) Hotel information 
Hotel information includes hotel’s star ranking, popularity among consumers 
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(indicated by the percentage of thumb up), total number of reviews, the distribution of 
the rating, number of likes on Facebook, number of photos posted by travelers, and 
amenities (such as swimming pool, number of rooms). 
b) Review information 
For each review, the specific posting date, textual content, reviewer’s information, 
and the weekly votes a particular review received were recorded. 
c) Hotel responding information  
I recorded whether a hotel responded to a particular review or not. If it did, I 
tracked the responding date. Besides, the textual content of responses was also crawled. 
d) Reviewer information  
In addition, each reviewer’s information can be conveniently acquired by 
exploring the web link of reviewer ID. Therefore, all the reviewer’s information, such 
as previous reviewing history, reviewer’ membership, reviewer’s rank as a reviewer 
on TripAdvisor.com, the votes of helpfulness the reviewer had received on the 
websites for all his/her reviews, the distribution of previous ratings, and the total 
number of cities visited. 
Panel datasets 
I construct two different sets of panel data to serve different research purposes. 
The first panel data consists of the entire historical online reviews for hotels in San 
Diego. In this dataset, I focus on the influence of online responding (in terms of 
different attributes) on the three fundamental WOM dimensions (namely, valence, 
volume and dispersion). After I matched the responding data and the review data, the 
final unbalanced weekly panel consists of all 248 hotels (i.e., including 212 responding 
hotels and 36 non-responding hotels) in San Diego between 2nd week in 2004 and 35th 
week in 2014. In the second panel data, I intend to capture the influence of online 
responding on the weekly number of votes for helpfulness that hotels received. 
Additionally, as an auxiliary analysis, I analyze the impact of online responding on the 
weekly popularity ranking of hotels on TripAdvisor.com, which is an important 
outcome variable deserving consideration. This panel spreads across 35 weeks from 
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1st Jan to 27th Aug in 2014.  
2.3.2 The influence of online responding on WOM metrics 
Firstly, I investigate the impact of online responding on consumers’ engagement 
in WOM generation based on the panel data generated from all historical reviews and 
responses. Although TripAdvisor.com began to provide the responding function in 
2004, the first date on which each hotel voluntarily made its first response differed a 
lot. Therefore, I truncate the original dataset before the first responding week for each 
hotel; in other words, the resulting unbalance panel consists of data on and after each 
hotel’s first responding week.  
Furthermore, online review systems are organized in a way that consumers are 
likely to observe previous consumers’ reviews and the corresponding responses by 
sellers before they make consumption decision and write their reviews. Indeed, social 
dynamics driven by social influence may be part of the reasons that the average product 
rating tends to decrease as more ratings arrive (Godes & Silva, 2012; Li & Hitt, 2008). 
Consequently, researchers have pointed out the importance of considering (and 
explicitly modeling) how existing reviews impact the arrival of new reviews (Moe & 
Schweidel, 2012; Moe & Trusov, 2011; Sridhar & Srinivasan, 2012). For an instance, 
Schlosser (2005) showed that, motivated to be perceived as discriminating, reviewers 
decreased their online product ratings after reading others’ online reviews. Therefore, 
in addition to sellers’ online responding, the existing reviews consist another source of 
social influence that can impact whether and how consumers write a review. Thus, to 
capture all previous WOM’s impact in addition to the impact of hotels’ responding, the 
original untruncated dataset is used to generate all relevant control variables.  
Attributes of online responding  
Four attributes of online responding are of great interest in this empirical test. I 
create one dummy variable, namely ݓݎ݁ݏ݌݋݊݀௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ , to indicate whether ℎ݋ݐ݈݁௜   
responded to at least one review in ݓ݁݁݇௧−ଵ, with 1 representing it responded and 0 
otherwise. Frequency of responding, indicated as ݐ݋ݐ݈ܽݎ݁ݏ݌݋݊݀௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ, is described by 
the total number of responses ℎ݋ݐ݈݁௜  initiated in ݓ݁݁݇௧−ଵ . Besides, speed of 
responding depicts whether ℎ݋ݐ݈݁௜ tended to respond immediately or have a delayed 
response. The speed or hotelr responded to reviewj , as indexed by speedij , is 
gauged by the ollowing ormula: 
d delaYimx-delaYij spee · · = --=· =-'-i1 delaYi,max-delayi,min' 
where delayij is the delay (in terms of days) between the posting date of 
reviewj and that of responsej when reviewj is responded by hotelr . And 
delayi,max and delayi,min are the maximum and minimum delay respectively 
among all responses made by hotelr , Speedi(t-l) captures the average speediness 
of responding or hotel; in weekt-i · The last characteristic to describe responding 
is how much inormation the responses deliver, which is measured by the verage 
length of textual responding content. Thus, Respondlengthi(t-i) is generated by 
averaging the word cont of hotel; 's textual responses (if any) in weekt-l· 
Control variables 
Control variables consist of our groups of relevant covariates, which are updated 
with the arrival of each new rating of any valence. The irst group captures he 
accumulative impact of all previous WO Ms and chracterizes the rating environment 
in terms of the previously posted ratings of others. This coincides with most online 
WOM literature that all previous WO Ms play a role as a source of social inluence on 
subsequent WOMs (e.g., Sridhar & Srinivasan, 2012) These include the average 
valence, the average volume, and the average dispersion of previous ratings beore 
wee kt, as well as the average word count of all previous reviews beore wee kc , 
The second group of control variables describe all previous reviewers' expertise 
in writing reviews. This is because experts evaluate products diferently rom novices 
(Bendapudi & Berry, 1997). This set of control variables includes the average number 
of reviews contributed by all previous reviewers beore wee kt, the average votes or 
helpulness received by all previous reviewers beore wee kt, and the average number 
of cities previous reviewers visited beore wee kc , As stated on ripAdvisor.com, the 
reviewers' ranks on this community is determined by the number of reviews 
contributed. Consequently, reviewers' raking in the community is excluded rom the 
model to avoid perect multicollinearity. In a similar mner, the third group of control 
variables capture the reviewing expertise of those reviewers in weekc , 
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Since my research interest lies in how hotels' responding in weekt-l iluences 
customer engagement within online review system in weekt, he last set of control 
vriables controls or the impact arising rom those responses hotels made beore 
weekt-l . Three corresponding variables are generated by aveaging the three 
responding attributes across all weeks beore weekt-l: the requency, the speed, and 
the amont of inormation conveyed. 
Model estimation 
Panel data structure 
I examine the panel data structure beore model estimation. The pnel sucture of 
the irst data set involves many hotels across weeks. o ensure that the data are it or 
the assumption of pnel data analysis, I screen the data or the unit roots. Since the 
irst panel is unbalanced, I employ Fisher est with an augmented Dickey-Fuller test 
(Maddala & Wu, 1999) n SA 13 .1. I obtain signiicant unit root tests or average 
valence (x2 = 5903.35, p < 0.01), or volume (x2 = 4315.83, p < 0.01), and or 
dispersion (x2 = 6026.42, p < 0.01) respectively, indicating tht nonstationarity is 
not an issue or this panel. 
Subsequently, I test whether autocorrelated errors exist using the test in 
(Wooldridge, 2009). Note that wrespondi(t-l) is run in a separated model since the 
speed of responding, the requency of responding, nd the mount of inormation re 
unavailable when wrespondi(t-l) = 0. I ind no evidence of serial correlation or all 
regression models ith all p-value<0.05 or all F statistics, as displayed in the Table 3 
below. Thus, we did not need to use p- or irst-diferencing to address autoregressive 
error (Boulding & Staelin, 1995). 
(Insert able 3 here) 
To determine whether a ixed- or rndom-efect model speciication would be 
appropriate, I conduct the Hausman test, which avors a ixed efects model 
speciication or all models. 
(Insert Table 4 here) 
Additionally, to explore if time ixed efects are needed when rning ixed efect 
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model, I conduct a joint test or the null hypothesis that the dummies or all years equal 
to 0. Null hypotheses or all ixed efect models or three dependent variables are 
rejected (will all p-value<O.O I). Thus I create a set of dummy variables to indicate 
diferent years, controlling or unobserved, time-speciic actors that could afect all 
three WOM dimensions (e.g., the development of intenet marketing or consumers' 
increasing reliance on WOM). 
Estimation of Heckman two-stage selection model 
Since a subgroup of hotels never responded at all, the impact of responding 
attributes on consumers' engagement in online review systems can only be observed 
or responding hotels. To draw conclusions about the larger population of hotels that 
either responded or never responded at all, I adopt the (Heckman, 1979) two-stage 
selection model or the estimation procedure to avoid selection bias. Heckman's 2-
stage procedure is speciied by a selection model and an observation model as below: 
Selection equation: 
and 
Propensiy to respond'(unobserved) = y'w + u, u - N(0,1), 
{respond = 1 if propensiy to respond' > 0respond = 0 if propensity to respond' ; 0 
Observation equation: 
Customer engagement= 3'x + e, e - N(O, -2).
w is a vector of variables that determine a hotel's propensity to respond and x is 
another vector of variables that include responding attribute vriables and all control 
variables. Note that w and x can be diferent and both are based upon their on 
rationales. In the selection model, I can observe a hotel's propensity to respond but 
only the hotel's decision to respond. I model the hotel's decision to respond when its 
propensity to respond is larger than zero. The impact of x on customer engagement is 
observed if and only if respond = 1. Additionally, customer engagement is captured 
by one of valence, volume, dispersion and voting in each observation model. 
For the panel data, I estimate the selection equation by the maximum likelihood 
method in an independent probit panel model to determine the decision to respond 
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using the whole sample. A vector oflnverse Mills Ratios (i.e., estimated expected eror) 
can be generated rom the parameter estimates (Greene, 2008). In the second stage, I 
regress consumers' engagement on the vector of x with the estimated expected error 
included as an extra explanatory vriable. Consequently, the observation model 
removes the prt of the error term correlated with x and consequently corrects the 
smple selection bias. 
Resus for the impact of reponng attributes on vaence 
Firstly, I investigate the impact of our responding attributes on the average 
valence of reviews in the subsequent week. The estimation results or the irst and 
second stages re demonsrated in able 5 and Table 6 respectively. 
(Insert Table 5 here) 
(Insert Table 6 here) 
As we can see in the Table 6, whether hotels responded to consumers' reviews in 
weekt-i has a signiicant signaling efect (.026**, p<.05) on average valence in 
wee kt . When hotels choose to respond to their customers' reviews, their average 
valence in the subsequent week will be 0.0259 higher than if they do not respond. 
While either the requency of responding (-.11, p>.10) or average speed of responding 
(-.79, p>.10) in weekt-i did not exert signiicant impact on average valence in 
weekt, the average length of responses had a negative efect on the average rating in 
weekt (-.39*'', p<.01). In other words, the longer responses hurt subsequent 
consumers' evaluation of their consumption evaluation in that a large amont of 
inormation actual leads to heavy processing loading and engender higher mbiguity 
or communication. 
The insigniicant efect of the speed of responding is contradictory to the 
traditional communication model's proposition which always avors immediate 
responses (Dat & Lengel, 1984 ). However, in the context of online responding, 
compared with oher product/service ailure remedies (i.e., telephone contact, private 
email communication, or ace-to-ace conversations), sellers' online responses are 
displayed online publically and permanently. The omnipresence of responses 
heightens the social observability of all previous responses. Consequently, the speed 
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of responding may not be appreciated by he subsequent consumers during purchase 
decision. 
Another surprising inding lies in the negative impact of the amount of 
inormation delivered in responses on valence. Intuitively, more inormed decisions 
lead to more satisactory consumers. However, processing too much inormation can 
lead to higher ambiguity (Dat & Lengel, 1984) and cognitive load (Sweller, 1988) in 
observing consumers' perspective. My empirical evidence shows that responses 
containing too much inormation pose di culty or subsequent consumers to intepret 
the conlicting or conusing inormation. This is consistent with the research indings 
in the persuasion of mrketing messages that too many persuasive claims conveyed by 
a marketing message hurt the persuasiveness (Anderson, 1967; Shu & Crlson, 2014; 
Stewart, 1965). Similarly when the responses that contains too much inormation can 
pose inormation load and lead to less satisied, less conident, nd more conused 
consumers (Lee & Lee, 2004). However, this study does not examine the content of 
responses, which can be accommodative or defense. Nor does it consider the tpe of 
WOM, which may be positive review, regular negative comments, or more serious 
product ailure. While responses to positive reviews are typically shorter and 
standrdized, responses to negative reviews may be longer and more elaborated, thus 
containing more inomation. Whether some responses are more or less efective thn 
others to responding to certain types of NW OM is the topic of investigation or Study 
2 and Study 3. 
Results for the pact f responng atribues on volume 
Next, I investigate how hotels' online responding difering on the our atributes 
inluences subsequent customers' engagement in tem of contributing new reviews: 
volume. Since the selection model is the same as that or valence, only the estimation 
result or the second stage is shown in able 7. 
(Insert Table 7 here) 
As illustrated by the Table 7, mong our attributes of hotels' responding behvior, 
whether the hotel responded or not in weekt-i, the total responses hotels made in 
weekt-i, and the average responding speed in weekt-l demonsrated a signiicant 
positive impact on the volume of reviews in weekt, Speciically, when hotels took 
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actions to respond in weekt-l versus when they did not, hotels would receive more 
reviews in weekt (0.24", p<.05). Similrly, the more requently hotels responded to 
their customer reviews, the more consumers engaged in contributing their reviews 
(.17'", p<.01). Compared with those delayed their responding to customer reviews, 
the hotels that responded timely would receive more reviews in weekt (7.63 ", 
p<.01). The last attribute, the average length of responses, did not exert a signiicant 
efect on volume in weekt (.98, p>.50). 
Results for the pact of responding attributes on dspeson 
Large dispersion indicates . active interactions among diferent communities, 
which help to maintain the staying power of the products or brands. This subsection 
explores whether online responding with diferent attributes helps to enhance 
dispersion. 
(Insert Table 8 here) 
We can len rom the Table 8 that, when hotels responded and the more requent 
responding in weekt-i, WOM dispersion increases (.02", p<.10; .79"', p<.01 
respectively) in weekt . It indictes that hotels' decision to respond to customer 
reviews and the requency of responding cn help widen the spread of communication 
across diferent communities, which help maintain business' substntial staying power. 
However, hotels' responding speed or average length of responses in weekt-i did 
not signiicantly impact dispersion (-.34, p>.50; .15, p>.10, respectively). 
Resus for the impact of responding attribues on each valence 
From previous investigation of the inluence of responding attributes on WOM 
dimensions, I observe that whether hotels choose to respond and the requency of 
responses in weekt-i play a signiicnt role in changing average valence nd 
volumes in weekt . To understand how responding inluences the arrival of each 
valence, I urther explore how these responding attributes inluence distribution of 
ratings across 1 and 5 in the subsequent week. In particular, the dependent vriables in 
this set of regressions are discrete count vriables, whose values are bounded at 0. 
Thus, conditional ixed efect negative binomial regression is adopted, with all time­
varying control variables included in ixed efect models. As the average rating or the 
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whole sample is 3.88, I consider ratings wih 4 or 5 as the positive reviews, and those 
with I, 2, or 3 as negative. All the results or 'this set of regression models are 
summarized in Table 9 below: 
(Insert Table 9 here) 
In sum, these results support previous indings nd provide more elaborated 
evidence on the underlying efect of responding on customer engagement in WOM 
dimensions. The positive impact of whether hotels responded or not in weekt-i on 
the valence and volume in week t can be clariied by the act that the mere action of 
online responding can lead to n increase in the number of positive ratings (or the 
ratings of 4 and 5) (.058"', p<.01) instead of a decrease in the number of negative 
ratings (or the ratings of .025, p>.10). The requency of responses in weekt-i helps 
boost the interactions between consumers and hotels; as shown above, it increases the .. 
number of all ratings across 1 and 5 in weekt (1.819"', p<.01; 1.935"', p<.01 or 
the number of positive and negative ratings respectively). Consistently, the speed of 
responding exerts no signiicant impact on the number of the ratings across I and 5 in 
weekt (.008, p>.50; .034, p>.50 or total number of positive and negative ratings 
respectively). Last, the average length ofresponses only leads to a signiicant increase 
in the total number of negative ratings (.067", p<.05) but an insigniicant impact on 
the total number of positive ratings (-.009, p>.50). However, the more detailed 
analyses showed that the longer the responses, the less the ratings of 5 (-.048", p<.05), 
the more the ratings of 4 (.050', p<.10), and the more the ratings of I (.151 ", p<.05). 
This urther provided evidence or the detrimental impact of long responses on the 
valence. 
2.3.3 The inluence of online responding on consumers' engagement in voting 
Besides the traditional WOM dimensions to gauge consumer engagement within 
online review systems, consumers' voting behavior is another indication of consumer 
engagement. The more consumers vote the reviews as "helpul", the more the 
interactions of consumers with comon interests or a product or seller and the more 
engagement consumers engender within an online review system. Thus, in this 
subsection, I investigate the impact of online responding on the number of votes or 
helpul reviews. To corect the possible selection bias resulting rom the act that some 
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hotels never respond to their customer reviews, I implement the Heckman two-stage 
procedure as well. 
Similar to other popular websites such as Amazon.com, ripAdvisor.com has a 
voting system whereby community members provide helpul votes to rate the reviews 
contributed by other comuity members by asking "as this review helpul?" 
immediately below the posted review. The number of votes or helplness is an 
intrinsic index of the informativeness of reviews. The weekly number of votes or 
helpulness each individual review received was recorded during data crawling. 
Fthermore, the total number of votes or helpulness a hotel received within a 
prticular week was generated by suming up the votes received by all its reviews 
within that week. All the independent variables and the conrol variables are generated 
through a procedure similar to that in the irst panel. The independent variables include 
the our attributes of online responding. Similarly, our groups of control variables are ·· 
included, consisting of those controlling or the accumulative impact of previous 
WOMs, the impact of reviewing expertise or reviewers beore weekt-i, the impact 
rom those responses beore the weekt-i, and the impact rom reviewing expertise 
or reviewers in wee kt . 
Panel data structure 
Similar to previous subsection, the panel dta structure is examined beore model 
estimation. The panel sructure of the second data set involves mny hotels across 
weeks. I screen the dependent variable, i.e., the number of votes hoteli received in 
weekt, or the test of unit root. I employ the Fisher est wih an augmented Dickey­
Fuller test (Maddala & Wu, 1999) in SA 13 .I. I obtain a signiicant unit root test 
or voteit (X2 = 559.11, p < 0.01), indicating that nonstationarity is not an issue or 
is panel. 
Subsequently, I conduct the test in ooldridge (2009) to check the issue of 
autocorrelation. Similrly, wrespondi(t-i) is run in a separated model since the 
speed of responding, the requency of responding, and the amount of inomation can 
be observed only when wrespondi(t-l) = 1. I ind no evidence of serial correlation, 
with F=8.491 (p<.01) or the regression model including wrespondi(t-l) and 
F=8.409 (p<.01) or the regression model including the other three attributes (with all 
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control variables included). Thus, I do not need to use p- or irst-diferencing to address 
autoregressive error (Boulding & Staelin, 1995). To determine whether a ixed- or 
random�efect model speciication would be appropriate, I conduct the Hausman test, 
which avors a ixed efects model speciication or both models (x2 = 130.64, p<.00; 
x2 =101.73, p<.00, respectively). 
Additionally, I conduct a joint test or the null hypothesis that the dummies or all 
months are equl to O to examine whether I should include the time ixed efect. Null 
hypotheses or the two ixed efect models are rejected (F=7.65, p<.00; F=7. 71; p<.00, 
respectively). Thus I create a set of dummy variables to indicate diferent months, 
controlling or unobserved, time-speciic actors that could afect the voting behavior 
of community members. 
(Insert able 10 here) 
(Insert able 11 here) 
As the estimation results indicate, whether to respond or not (0.055***, p<.01 ), the 
requency of responding (0.041 '", p<.01), and the speed of responding (0.038"', 
p<.01) in weekt-i increased the total votes or helpulness a hotel received or its 
reviews in wee kt . Nevertheless, the average length of responses does not play a 
signiicant role in enhancing customer engagement in voting or the previous reviews, 
with an insigniicant efect (.009, p>.50). 
2.3.4 The inluence of online responding on hotel raning 
In addition to the impact of online responding on consumer engagement within 
online review system, this panel can provide evidence on an important exogenous 
outcome variable, namely hotels' regional ranking. Although sales data or these hotels 
are not available, this data contain weekly rankings of most hotels in Sn Diego, wich 
is one of the commonly adopted outcome measure in the online WOM literature (e.g., 
Baek, n & Choi, 2012; Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006). 
ripAdvisor.com does not release the actual sales volume of its hotels but posts a 
hotel's rank among all other hotels in the same ciy. ripAdvisor.com states that 
it ranks hotels using an automated tool it calls its "Popularity Index." Although it never 
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discloses the algorithm underlying this weekly updated index, TripAdvisor.com 
clerly declares that its Populrity Index are mainly riven by tree actors: review 
scores, the total number ofreviews and the recency or 'reshness' ofreviews. Drawing 
rom previous research hat adopts rking as the outcome measure ( e.g., Chevalier & 
Mayzlin, 2006), I use a rnsormation of a hotel popularity ranking as a proxy of its 
populrity among its competitors. According to Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006), the 
relationship between the sales rank and the actual volume of book sales on 
Amazon.com can be approximately described by ln(sales) = Po - P1 •
ln(sales rank). Following the previous literature that deines sales rank as a unction 
of the product ixed efect and other actors (i.e., or book sales in Chevalier and 
Mayzlin (2006), and or electronics in Ghose and Ipeirotis (2009)), I adopt 
- ln(polularity ranking);t as the dependent variable or hotel; in weekt. The unit
of observations ofthis model is a hotel-week: since I tracked the changes in popularity .. 
rank on a weekly basis, I collapse multiple reviews and multiple responses posted 
within the same week into a single observtion. 
Similarly, our groups of control variables are included in all models, consisting 
of those controlling or the accumulative impact of previous WO Ms, those capturing 
the reviewing expertise of reviewers beore wee kt , those accounting or the impact 
come out rom those responses conducted beore the ocal week weekt, and those 
considering the reviewing expertise of reviewers in wee kt . The same Inverse Mills 
Ratios generated in previous analysis are included to correct the selection bias. 
Among the 248 hotels, some of them only had their rankings in their subarea, 
instead ofraking mong all hotels in San Diego. Meanwhile, many hotels suspended 
their hotels rom TripAdvisor.com time to time during the data collection period. 
Consequently, I obtained a balanced panel or 115 hotels across 35 weeks or 
subsequent analyses. 
Similarly, I test the panel data structure beore model estimation. I screen the 
dependent variable, - ln(polulariy ranking) it, or the test of unit root. I employ 
Fisher Test with an augmented Dickey-Fuller test in SA 13.1. I obtain a signiicant 
unit root test or - ln(polularity ranking);t (x2 = 235.21, p < 0.01), indicating that 
nonstationrity is not an issue or this panel. 
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To check the autocorrelation by Wooldridge (2009)'s test, I run two separate 
regressions with wrespondi(t-l) and the rest three responding attributes included 
respectively. I ind no evidence of serial corelation, with F=55.944 (p<.00) or the 
regression model including wrespond i(t-l) nd F=55.899 (p<.00) or he regression 
model including the remaining three responding attributes (with all control vriables 
included). Thus, I do not need to use p- or irst-diferencing to address autoregressive 
error (Boulding & Staelin, 1995). To determine whether a ixed- or random-efect 
model speciication would be appropriate, I conduct the Hausman test, which avors a 
ixed efects model speciiction or both models (x2 =465.33, p<.00; x2 =464.25, 
p<.00). 
Additionally, to see if time ixed efects are needed when running ixed efect 
model I conduct a joint test or the null hpothesis that the dumies or all months are 
equal to 0. Null hpotheses or the two ixed efect models are rejected (F=.96; p>.10; 
F=l.00; p>.10, respectively). Thus, there is no need to include dummy variables to 
indicate diferent months. 
(Insert Table 12 here) 
Among the or attributes of hotels' responding behavior, whether respond or not, 
the total number of responses, and the timeliness of responding in weekt-i all exert 
pronounced impact on hotels' weekly popularity ranking in weekt on 
TripAdvisor.com. Speciically, when hotels take actions to respond to previous reviews, 
their regional popularity in the subsequent week would increase (0.015", p<.05). 
Further, the more responses the hotels made in weekt-1' the higher popularity they 
would receive in weekt (0.01 *", p<.01). Also, responding in a timely mnner does 
help promote hotels' popularity (0.010''', p<.01). However, the last attribute, the 
average length of responses does not exert any signiicant efect on hotel populrity 
(0.002, p>.10). 
2.4 Conclusions and discussion 
In this study, I propose seller's online responding as a new comunication channel 
to hness the increasing accessibility, reach and transparency of online WOM. This 
study depicts the inluence of online responding on consumers' engagement in online 
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review system. In pticular, I describe diferent responding characteristics in terms of 
whether respond, the requency of responding, the speed of responding, and the 
mount of inormation conveyed by responses. Meanwhile, I gauge the consmer 
engagement by both the traditional WOM dimensions (namely, valence, volume, and 
dispersion) and the voting behavior within the online review systems. 
Based upon the ield data rom ripAdvisor.com, this paper ills in the void in the 
curent WOM literature that ignores the increasing role of online responding in 
proactively and publicly managing customer reviews. Relying on a series of 
econometric models, I demonstrate that online responding with diferent attributes 
exerts asymmetric impact on consumers' engagement. Speciically, he indings 
support the signaling role of online responding. In other words, when irms 
strategically respond to customer reviews online (versus when they do not), consmers 
are more likely to engage in the online review community in terms of higher-review ·· 
valence, lrger volume, wider spread of communication across communities, and 
greater tendency or the community members to vote or helpul reviews. Although 
the requency of online responding does not necessarily ehance the average rating of 
subsequent consumers, it contributes to boosting the volume ofWOM, the horizontal 
spread of comunication mong consumers, and the voting or helpul reviews. 
Although traditional communication models avored immedite eedback to 
reduce the equivocality by eiciently removing conusion and misinterpretations, tis 
study shows a less important role of the speed of online responding. It may be due to 
the act that online responses are displayed publically aid permanently. However, 
timely responding does encourage more new reviews nd more votes or helpul 
reviews. The amount of infomation delivered by the responses, or the length of the 
responses, does not play an important role in engaging customers. I only observe a 
signiicantly negative impact of the mount of inormation on the average valence of 
subsequent reviews. This negative impact may imply that longer responses pose higher 
ambiguity and heavier cognitive load on observing consumers, nd thus decrease 
subsequent consumers' evaluation of their consumption experience. 
Besides customer engagement, I also investigate the impact of responding 
attributes on the hotels' populrity ranking, as supporting evidence or the impact of 
online responding as an innovative communication chnel. I demonstrate that, except 
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the amount of information, whether to respond or not, the requency of responding, 
and the speed of responding help ehnce hotel's popularity ranking. This result 
provides straightorward evidence or the efectiveness of online responding as a 
communicative method to manage online review systems and maintain the reputation 
of businesses. 
The insigniicant role of the amount of information conveyed in the online 
responses deserves urther considerations. There is no doubt that the longer the 
response, the more efort a seller makes when responding. Nevetheless, this efort 
may backire if the seller put inomation quantity ahead of information quality. My 
empirical investigation underscores a new direction; nmely, what matters may lie in 
the quality of responses, instead of quntity of inormation disclosed. This idea is in 
concert with those indings in inomation processing (Keller & Staelin, 1987), which 
distinguishes the diferential impact of inomation quality and information quantity 
and provides evidence tht infomation quality improves decision efectiveness 
whereas inormation quantity hinders decision efectiveness. The two components of 
inormation corespond to two aspects of responding, i.e., responding content and the 
amount of inormation. The insigniicnt role of the amount of information delivered 
in responses may imply that he content of the responses matters. 
As a result, in the subsequent studies, I distinguish diferent responding srtegies 
which are categorized based upon the content of responding. In particular, I posit 
online responding as an efective coping method to deal with negative WOM. Fther, 
I categorize irms' online responding into accommodative and deensive responding. I 
provide both experimental and econometric evidence or the relative efectiveness of 





Chapter 3 Seller’s online responding to negative WOM 
While Chapter 2 delineates how online responding to both positive and negative 
reviews influences customer engagement in online review system, Chapter 3 turns to 
focus on the effectiveness of online responding as coping strategies to deal with 
negative WOM. On one hand, this issue is important due to the significance of negative 
WOM recognized by both marketing researchers and practitioners. The well-know 
“negativity bias” helps explain the detrimental impact caused by negative WOM. 
When consumers evaluate a target based upon both positive and negative information, 
they tend to put considerable weight on the negative one. Consequently, firms’ 
ignorance of the handling of negative WOM definitely impedes the utilization of 
online WOM as a new marketing communication. On the other hand, as discussed in 
previous chapter, the insignificant role of the amount of information contained in 
online responses puts forward a new consideration: does it deserve for firms to make 
a great effort in elaborating on responses? The negative impact of long responses on 
subsequent consumers’ consumption evaluation highlights the consideration for where 
seller should allocate their resource when responding. The asymmetric impact of 
information quality and information quantity in informaiton processing (Keller & 
Staelin, 1987) may imply that the quality of responding should be of higher priority 
than the quantity of responding. Additionally, decisions to choose an appropriate 
response is further complicated by the fact that the online sellers often need to address 
the accusations that they don’t commit (Kim et al., 2004) or negative reviews caused 
by reviewer’s relevant factors (Chen & Lurie, 2013; Laczniak, DeCarlo & Ramaswami, 
2001), such as reviewers’ idiosyncratic preferences. Accordingly, in the subsequent 
two studies, I focus on the content of responding, based upon which I categorize 
different responding strategies. Further, my discussions concentrate on the 
effectiveness of online responding as a coping method to deal with the negative WOM. 
3.1 Literature review  
In study 2 and Study 3, I propose that firms’ online responding can be categarized 
into accommodative or defensive responding. According to the studies in public 
relations, a company’s proactive actions, such as apology, compensation, or corrective 
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actions, on the negative events help restore the company’s positive image (Griffin et 
al., 1992). The negative publicity research categorizes different responding strategies 
along the defensive-accommodative continuum (Benoit, 1995; Coombs, 1999; Marcus 
& Goodman, 1991) when a company faces a crisis siutation such as accident, scandals, 
and product safety incidents. When applying them to the online responding context, I 
adopt and slightly modify the definitions of accommodative and defensive responses 
in public relation research (Marcus & Goodman, 1991) to acommodative the context 
of online responding. Specifically, online sellers’ accommodative response involves 
full apologies and corrective actions, which are characterized by acknowleging the 
existence of the mentioned problems, taking full or substantial responsibility, and 
attempting to take actions to remedy the damage. They include apologies and 
expressions of remorse, guilt, shame, and intent to make restitution. On the other hand, 
I defined defensive responding as those by which online sellers provide justifications 
and explanations that dissociate themselves from the mentioned problems, deny the 
responsibility or shift blame to others or situational factors.  
A growing body of literature on the implications of accommodative and defensive 
responding in the areas of negative publicicity, the service/product failre recovery, and 
the interpersonal and interorganizational transgression suggests that each may exert an 
important influence after the negative events. However, these studies have not reached 
consistent conclusions about which of the two responses may be more effective than 
the other in mitigating the negative consequences. Thus, a comphrehensive review of 
these relevant fields is necessary before developing my theoretical framework on 
sellers’ online responding. 
3.1.1 Negative publicity and crisis management 
Most research in negative publicity and crisis management agree on the advantage 
of the accommodative responses over the defensive responses after a public crisis. 
Several researchers proposed more detailed categorizations of firms’ response after a 
negative publicity (Bradford & Garrett, 1995; Coombs, 1999; Lyon & Cameron, 2004; 
Menon, Jewel & Rao Unnava, 1999). These different responses include no response, 
denial, making excuse, justification and concession, which vary along the defensive-
accommodative continuum. These studies arrived at the rough consensus that 
accommodative strategies were empirically demonstrated to be more effective and 
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robust in counteracting the detrimental effect of negative publicity.  
Counterintuitively, some other studies found that the accommodative responses 
were not necessarily the most effective under several context-sensitive conditions. For 
example, Marcus and Goodman (1991) empirically analyzed the impact on the stock 
market of the announcements that companies made during three types of crisis: 
accidents, scandals, and product safety and health incidents. They found that, since 
three types of crises differ in their the identifiability of victims and the deniability, 
investors responded more favorably for companies’ defensive announcements 
following accidents, more favorably for the accommodative announcements following 
scandals, and indifferently following the product safety and health incidents. 
Defensive signals are found to provide significantly better returns to shareholders in 
the case of accidents than in the case of scandals, while accommodative signals provide 
significantly better returns to shareholders in the case of scandals than in the case of 
accidents. 
Similarly, Dawar and Pillutla (2000) categorized firms’ response to crises into 
unambiguous support (i.e., notice of product defect with apology, recall, and 
restitution), ambiguous response (i.e., notice of product defect without apology, recall, 
or restitution) and unambiguous stonewalling (i.e., no response). They employed an 
expectations-evidence framework to investigate how the interactions of prior 
expectations and firm response affect post-crisis band equity. They concluded that, 
under the weak expectations conditions, the impact of the product-harm crisis on brand 
equity is deteriorated in both the stonewalling and ambiguous response cases but not 
in unambiguous support cases. Further, while consumers’ strong prior expectation 
reduced the brand equity loss for all responses, such buffering effect was strongest in 
the case of ambiguous response. 
Besides, some other studies provided suggestion on approporite coping strategies 
from the information processing perspective, which are contingent on different 
contextual factors. Ahluwalia et al. (2000) demonstrated that the low-commitment 
consumers exhibited attitude change in response to negative information through the 
mediation of perceived diagnosticity (negativity effect) but that the high-commitment 
consumers resisted negative information through the mediation of effective 
counterargument. They further found that the high-commitment (vs. low-commitment) 
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consumers exhibited greater attitude recovery and low ambivalence when confronted 
with a response strategy focusing on the diagnosticity (vs. focusing on the 
counterargumentation). 
Provision of high base-rate inforamtion, which indicated the industrywide 
prevalence of a crisis, does not necessarily help reduce the blame attributed to the focal 
firm. Lei, Dawar and Gürhan-Canli (2012) showed that whereas providing high base-
rate information worked only in the presence of similarity information, offering low 
base-rate information operated only in the absence of similarity information. 
In rumor management research, several researchers concurred that simplying 
denying a negative publicity failed to eliminate its negative impact (e.g., Dubois, 
Rucker & Tormala, 2011; Kapferer, 1990). By emphasizing the decay of (un)certainty, 
as a megacognition in belief structure, in rumor transmission, Dubois et al. (2011) 
examined the effectivness of rumor intervention strategies in counteracting the rumor 
(namely, denial, reassociation, and questionning). They provided evidence that asking 
consumers to pay attention to their feelings of uncertainty of the received rumor (i.e., 
questionning) help prevent rumors from being transmitted and dampen the effect of 
negative rumors. 
In sum, although the current negative publicity literature has documented the 
evidence for the advantages of accommodative responses, more research has supported 
that the relative effectiveness of accommodative and defensive responding depends on 
several key contextual factors. 
3.1.2 Service/product failure recovery 
Organizations always take actions in response to service/product failure, which 
are defined as service recovery (Grönroos, 1984). It is believed that different types of 
service failure (e.g., outcome vs. process failure) would arouse different expectations 
of service recovery effort, thus affecting the effectiveness of different types of service 
recovery. There are two consequences of service failure recovery: service failure 
paradox and second deviation. The service failure paradox is defined as a situation 
where consumers are over-satisfied prior to service failure evaluation, when the 
recovery performance exceeds their expectation (Matos et al. 2007; Maxham III 
&Netemeyer 2002; McCollough & Bharadwaj 1992; Smith & Bolton 1998). The over-
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satisfaction is so high that it outperforms the situation where no service failure happens. 
And the over-satisfaction brings a good opportunity for service providers to increase 
their customer retention. It is based on the comparison between consumers’ 
expectation of recovery effort and their perceptions of the recovery performance. 
Consumers’ expectation would be adjusted to a lower level, due to the previous 
disappointment with service failure. Once being surprised by the real recovery 
performance, the over-satisfaction even exceeds the satisfaction when no failure 
occurs. Over-satisfaction usually leads to a higher level of commitment to the service-
provider, and transfers into a higher level of trust (Kau & Loh 2006), positive word-
of-mouth (Kau & Loh 2006; Matos et al. 2007; Maxham III & Netemeyer 2002), and 
greater satisfaction and repurchase intention (McCollough & Bharadwaj 1992; Smith 
& Bolton 2002).  
Second deviation, or double deviation effect, occurs when the recovery fails to 
meet consumers’ expectations. It is defined as two consecutive unsatisfactory 
recoveries or following an unsatisfactory recovery in response to the first failure 
(Bitner et al. 1990; Maxham III & Netemeyer 2002; McCollough et al. 2000). 
Consumer dissatisfactions are more sensitive when facing inappropriate complaint 
responses, which would worsen the situation, leading to negative word-of-mouth, 
weakened repurchase intention and consumer loyalty. Different from the service 
failure paradox, second deviation is influenced by the attribution of failure. Whereas 
one-time failure can be attributed to accidental factors, repeated failures are likely to 
be attributed to company’s inability to provide quality services (Folkes 1984; Maxham 
III & Netemeyer 2002). Addtionally, perceived justice has been identified as an 
important mediator that influences consumer satisfaction in service failure and 
recovery (Pizzutti & Fernandes 2010; Oliver & Swan 1989; Smith et al. 1999; Tax et 
al. 1998), which consists of three dimensions: distributive justice, procedural justice, 
and interactional justice. 
Previous service failure experiments have manipulated remedies using apologies 
(Smith & Bolton, 1998; Smith et al., 1999), discounts (Boshoff, 1997; Webster & 
Sundaram, 1998), compensation (Bitner, 1990; Harris et al., 2006; Smith & Bolton, 
1998; Smith et al., 1999), and offers to reperform the service (Bitner, 1990; Levesque 
& McDougall, 2000). These studies have identified various contextual factors for the 
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relative effectiveness of these recovery efforts, such as outcome vs. process failure, 
magnitude of failure, different amount of recovery effort, response speed, or recovery 
initiation (Holloway & Beatty, 2003; Maxham III & Netemeyer, 2002; Pizzutti & 
Fernandes, 2010; Smith & Bolton, 1998; Smith et al., 1999). 
3.1.3 Interpersonal and Inter-organizational transgression  
Investigation of online responding to negative product reviews may be informed 
by the rhetorical tradition of interpersonal and inter-organizational transgression. In 
the rhetoric and speech communication literature, apology is considered as an effective 
self-defense strategy, especially when individuals must defend their character (Ware 
& Linkugel, 1973).  
Kim et al. (2004) examined the accommodative apology and the defensive denial 
as responding strategies for rebuilding partner relationship after trust violations. Their 
studies demonstrated that whether apology or denial is more effective depends upon 
the violation type of trust, namely competence-based trust and integrity-based trust. 
Due to the positivity bias in competence domain and the negativity bias in integrity 
domain, trust was repaired more successfully when mistrusted parties (a) apologized 
for violations concerning matters of competence but denied culpability for violations 
concerning matters of integrity, and (b) have apologized for violations when there was 
subsequent evidence of guilt but had denied culpability for violations when there was 
subsequent evidence of innocence. 
Ferrin et al. (2007) further extended Kim et al. (2004)'s study by including 
reticence as a third type of verbal response after trust violations. In addition to the 
information diagnosticity perspective qualified by Kim et al. (2004), Ferrin et al. (2007) 
advanced the belief formation and updating perspective to understand how reticence, 
apology and denial impact trust repair. They found reticence a suboptimal response 
because it combined the least effective elements of apology and denial. Specifically, 
reticence was a suboptimal response to an integrity violation because, like apology, it 
fails to address guilt. Reticence is a suboptimal response to a competence violation 
because, like denial, it fails to signal redemption. 
It is naïve to believe that an apology would work well in all situations. Several 
contextual factors have been explored for the boundary conditions for the effectiveness 
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of apology on gaining forgiveness. Santelli et al. (2009) identified regulatory fit as the 
motivational determinant of the acceptance of an apology by influencing the extent to 
which apology is effective in eliciting forgiveness. It was found that when participants’ 
chronic and primed regulatory focus was congruent with the regulatory focus of a 
transgressor’s repentance, participants were more forgiving on both self-reported 
forgiveness and behavioral measures of forgiveness and that regulatory focus 
mismatches may account for some instances in which, following an apology, 
forgiveness is not as forthcoming as one might typically expect.  
Fehr, Gelfand and Nag (2010) also found that apology was more effective when 
different apology components were congruent with victims’ self-construal; namely, 
victims who emphasize the dependent, relational, and collective self-construal will be 
most likely to forgive their offenders following offers of compensation, expressions of 
empathy, and acknowledgements of violated norms/rules. An apology following a 
victim’s attribution of high intent would backfire because it engenders a more negative 
impression of the transgressor (Struthers et al., 2008). 
Extending the literature from offline integrity violation to consumes’ voicing of 
discontent in online weblog posts, Van Laer and De Ruyter (2010) found the 
effectiveness of corporate responses contents (apology versus denial) is contingent on 
the responding format (analytical versus narrative format). As they demonstrated, the 
combination of denial content and analytical format as well as apologetic content and 
narrative format worked better than other combinations in integrity restoration. 
In a summary, apologies cannot always promise an effective remedy to the 
interpersonal and inter-organizational transgressions. Thus, we need to adopt 
appropriate apologies that are carefully formulated in considerations of the nature and 
contexts of trust violation. 
3.1.4 Responding to negative WOM 
As I have reviewed in the previous sections, the existing literature addressing 
firms’ handling of the negative events mainly lies in negative publicity and crisis 
management, service/product failure recovery, and interpersonal and inter-
organizational transgression. Undoubtedly, the literature in these research fields sheds 
light on my understanding in sellers’ responses to negative reviews. However, there 
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are some important differences that should be addressed before the hypotheses 
development.  
For example, researchers and practitioners in negative publicity management 
proposed different types of corporate responses after negative publicity, such as 
product harms, product recall, or scandals related to company values (e.g., Benoit, 
1995; Coombs, 1999; Marcus & Goodman, 1991). A company’s proactive actions, 
such as apology, compensation, or corrective actions, in face of the negative events 
help restore the company’s image (Griffin et al., 1992). Various crisis-response 
strategies are posited to range from defensive (i.e., putting shareholders’ interest first, 
such as denying responsibility, taking an attack on the accuser, and shifting blame to 
others) to accommodative (i.e., putting victims’ concerns first, such as such as apology, 
compensation, or corrective action) (Bradford & Garrett, 1995; Coombs, 1999; Dawar 
& Pillutla, 2000; Marcus & Goodman, 1991). In most cases, the accommodative 
strategies were empirically shown as the most effective and robust communicative 
option in counteracting the detrimental effect of negative publicity. 
There is an important difference between the firms’ coping with the negative 
publicity and sellers’ online responses to negative WOM. The severity and influence 
of negative WOM differ from that of negative publicity: negative WOM tends to less 
severe and influence a narrow scope of consumers whereas negative publicity is more 
severe and impacts a large scale of audience. Further, Negative publicity research 
focuses on the broader public, which may include directly involved consumers and 
observing consumers informed by mass media. However, online responding mainly 
targets at the observing consumers. These differences suggest that the overwhelming 
advantage of the accommodative responses may not be applicable in the context of 
online responding to negative WOM. In fact, I propose that both defensive and 
accommodative responding may help alleviate the negative impact caused by negative 
WOM. 
In the service/product failure recovery context, companies attempt to recover after 
the service/product failure by various remedies, which are defined formally as the 
methods companies use to rectify the consumer’s unsatisfactory experience (Grewal 
et al., 2006). Apologies, discounts, compensations, or re-performance of the service 
are commonly used remedies to cope with service failure. 
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Service/product failure recovery research concentrates on directly affected 
consumers by the harmful product or dissatisfactory service in question. As buyers, 
they may respond directly to products and services providers by showing 
(dis)satisfaction and complaining. Sellers may initiate private interactions with 
dissatisfied consumers via offline telephone contact or private online chatting, which 
are tactics similar with service failure recovery. My perspective of online responding 
deviates from service failure recovery; I emphasize how sellers’ responses to negative 
reviews influence prospective consumers who are reading previous reviews and the 
corresponding responses.  Although a number of studies in service/product failure 
literature addressed the impact of others’ service failure on observing consumers’ 
attribution of the service failure (e.g., Folkes & Kotsos, 1986; Wan et al., 2011), none 
of them investigated whether and how firms’ recovery effort would influence these 
observers’ evaluation and purchase decisions. 
Additionally, similar to service failure recovery, interpersonal and inter-
organizational apologies deviate from online responding in that these apologies also 
target the partners directly involved in the transgressive behavior. Furthermore, the 
involved parties usually have a long history of deep and reciprocal interactions, which 
enable trust to develop gradually over time (Lewicki & Wiethoff, 2000). Consequently, 
besides the target-observer difference, the prospective consumers do not necessarily 
have a history of interactions with the seller. 
In sum, I lay my theoretical foundation in relevant literature on negative publicity, 
service failure recovery, and interpersonal and inter-organizational apologies. On the 
one hand, negative publicity research target at observing consumers as well as directly 
involved consumers. Online sellers’ responding similarly targets the potential 
consumers who read those product reviews. However, negative product reviews are 
different in the severity, frequency, the scope and the consequent influence from those 
of negative publicity. On the other hand, service recovery and interpersonal and inter-
organizational apologies research concentrate on those parties directly affected. Sellers’ 
online responding differs in that these responses can be easily observed by all other 
consumers and therefore serve as a communication strategy, to clarify the situations, 
to counteract the detrimental impact of those negative reviews, and to signal out 
positive information and gain the opportunity. Thus, both the similarities and 
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differences between online responding and relevant research fields offer valuable 
insight for the conceptualization and empirical investigation of online responding. In 
next subsection, I depict that whether accommodative or defensive responding is more 
effective in recovering from the impact of negative WOM depends upon the different 
nature of negative WOM, namely regular negative WOM and product failure WOM. 
3.1.5 The moderating role of the nature of WOM 
I posit that the comparative effectiveness of accommodative and defensive 
responding is conditional on the different nature of negative WOM. This study adopts 
Sridhar and Srinivasan (2012)'s categorization of negative WOM, namely the regular 
negative reviews and the product failure reviews. Consumers appear to find some 
variability in the quality of their product experiences (Gürhan‐Canli, 2003; Kardes 
& Allen, 1991), which may be acceptable (regular negative features) or unacceptable 
(product failures). This distinction is important because product failures evoke 
different negative emotions and also induce behaviors different from those arising 
from regular negative experiences (Anderson, 1998; Hennig-Thurau et al., 2004; 
Zeelenberg & Pieters, 1999). 
The service/product failure recovery literature suggests that the severity of service 
failure should be taken into account of consumers’ post-recovery satisfaction (Kelley, 
Hoffman & Davis, 1994; Laufer, Silvera & Meyer, 2005; Maxham III & Netemeyer, 
2002; Smith et al., 1999). Specifically, the more intense or severe the service failure 
is, the greater the customers’ perceived loss and thus the more inequitable and 
dissatisfied they will view the exchange (Maxham III & Netemeyer, 2002; Smith et 
al., 1999). Smith et al. (1999) suggest that the severity of the service failure would 
influence customer evaluations of a service failure/recovery encounter because the 
failure context serves as a reference point from which customers judge the fairness of 
the encounter. 
By the same token, when online sellers proactively respond to the negative WOM, 
observing consumers rely on the negative WOM encountered as the standards of 
comparison (Tormala & Clarkson, 2007) for their evaluation and judgment of 
accommodative vs. defensive responding. This is consistent with the substantial 
research suggesting that most judgments involve a comparative process in which the 
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focal information is judged relative to other available information (e.g., Adaval & 
Monroe, 2002; Kirmani & Baumgartner, 2000). Thus, I propose that whether the 
responded negative WOM is a regular negative review or product failure review will 
lead to different perceptions of seller’s response. 
3.2 Hypothesis development 
Since negative WOM and sellers’ online responses involve both negative and 
positive information about the products and sellers, the current literature on the 
integrative model of mixed information on impression formation serves as a good 
starting point for theoretical development. The impression formation literature is 
dominated by the existence of negativity bias in that negative information, even if 
equal in extremity to positive information, is given more weight in information 
integration. And this effect has been explained in terms of negative information’s 
relative novelty (Fiske, 1980), lower ambiguity (Birnbaum, 1972; Wyer, 1973), or 
greater discrepancy with the general positivity of the average person (Simpson & 
Ostrom, 1976).  
However, although less frequently found, the positivity effect dose occur in 
impression formation when positive information is weighted more heavily 
(Skowronski & Carlston, 1987), when the target is evaluated in the competence 
domain (Ferrin et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2004), or when the evaluated information is 
moderate instead of extreme (Czapiński, 1982; Wojciszke, Brycz & Borkenau, 1993). 
In interpersonal relationship, to maintain or expand one’s contact with social 
environment, one sometimes has to evaluate others positively and approach them 
despite their occasional undesirable actions. This somewhat risky strategy is most 
reasonable if the expected negative consequences are mild rather than severe, as such 
mild consequences are easier to endure, to reverse, or to compensate by possible 
benefits (Wojciszke et al., 1993). These arguments are consistent with the findings in 
decision research, showing that the smaller the gains and losses, the more likely the 
choice of a risky decision strategy (e.g., Czapiński, 1982; Slovic & Lichtenstein, 1968).  
Contrarily, the negativity effect leads to perceivers’ risk avoidance strategy in 
interpersonal relations, which result in avoidance of any further contacts in order to 
avoid the anticipated harmful outcomes. However, any possible beneficial outcomes 
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of these contacts are lost as well, which is the price for safety. Thus, such a risk 
avoidance strategy seems to be most appropriate if the potentially harmful 
consequences are severe (Wojciszke et al., 1993), as the harms are likely to be 
irreversible (Kanouse et al., 1987).  
Therefore, the implications of research findings in impression formation inform 
my propositions on the relative effectiveness of accommodative vs. defensive 
responding. I posit that whether seller should adopt accommodative or defensive 
responding depends on the nature of responded review. Previous literature illustrates 
that defensive versus accommodative responding are both double-edged in nature and 
their possible influence is contingent on many contextual factors (Ferrin et al., 2007). 
Consequently, whether accommodative versus defensive responding more effectively 
counteract the detrimental effect of negative reviews depends on the notion that the 
benefits of responding would outweigh its cost (Kim et al., 2004). 
3.2.1 Responding to regular negative WOM 
Although plenty of research provides evidence for the appealing effect of 
accommodative response, other researchers observe that the accommodative 
responding may fail to ameliorate the negative consequences of an accusation because 
it involves an acknowledgement of guilt (Schlenker, 1980; Snyder & Stukas, 1999). 
According to this view, such guilt would damage consumer trust to a much greater 
degree than any benefits accommodative responding would garner. Defensive 
responding may, therefore, represents a more effective coping to negative events than 
accommodative responding because it may lead observers to give the accused party 
the benefit of the doubt (Kim et al., 2004). The disadvantage of defensive responding 
lies in it implication that there is no need to rectify the seller’s behavior, which may in 
turn raise concerns about the seller’s culpability in the future. Nevertheless, defensive 
responding may still represent an effective response to negative events in that the 
benefits of the response (due to potential disconfirmation of guilt) outweigh its costs 
(due to the lower likelihood of redemption). 
This reasoning is consistent with Marcus and Goodman (1991), who find that 
when an accident occurs, investors react more positively to defensive signals than to 
accommodative ones. The research on interactional justice further suggests that 
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explanations that identify specific external attributions as causes are likely to be the 
most effective (Bottom et al., 2002). Coombs (1999) suggest that defensive strategies 
might be useful when the source of the problem is hard to identify. This notion is 
supported by Sigal et al. (1988), who asked participants to watch a videotape of a 
simulated debate in which one political candidate was accused of sexual or financial 
misconduct by the other. Sigal et al. (1988) found that the accused party received more 
votes and was considered to be more honest, ethical, and trustworthy when that party 
denied culpability, rather than apologized, for the misconduct. Moreover, research on 
social accounts for organizational changes indicates that defensive responses can help 
blunt future conflict and reduce negative reactions to harmful acts (Sitkin & Bies, 
1993). For example, Riordan, Marlin and Kellogg (1983) used fabricated reports of a 
fictitious senator having taken a bribe and found that subsequent evaluations of the 
senator were less negative when the senator denied, rather than admitted, responsibility.  
Thus, with regard to the relative benefits and cost of accommodative versus 
defensive responding, I can identify both theoretical considerations and empirical 
support to justify that observing consumers may exhibit more favorable attitude and 
stronger purchase intention in the defensive responding condition (compared with 
accommodative or no responding conditions) when confronting regular negative 
WOM. Such a prediction is consistent with the notion proposed by Ditto and Lopez 
(1992) that rejecting culpability or attempting to counter the negative information may 
lead consumers to give the accused party the benefit of doubt even in the wake of 
contradictory evidence. However, the accommodative responding cannot relieve the 
seller from the negative impact of regular negative WOM because the 
acknowledgement of the existing problems or guilt may outweigh its benefits. 
Consequently, accommodative responding is ineffective in alleviating the negative 
impact of negative WOM. In sum, when confronting regular negative WOM, I propose: 
Hypothesis 1: When confronting a regular negative WOM, defensive responding 
(vs. accommodative responding) is more effective in enhancing observing consumers’ 
purchase intention.  
3.2.2 Responding to product failure WOM 
However, I expect an opposing pattern when potential consumers observe a 
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product failure review. Experience involving product failures evokes different 
negative emotions and induces different behaviors from regular negative experiences 
(Anderson, 1998; Sridhar & Srinivasan, 2012; Zeelenberg & Pieters, 1999). On one 
hand, accommodative responding acknowledges the existence of a problem or guilt, 
which alone should make the situation worse. On the other hand, its concomitant 
expression of regret signals an intention to avoid similar violations in the future, which 
should reduce perceivers’ concerns about their potential vulnerability. Furthermore, 
accommodative responding usually involves corrective remedies, such as 
compensations, refund, or replacement. These credible signals are considered as 
“bonds” by prospective consumers (Ippolito, 1990), since seller incurs a cost if the 
signals are false. Credibility is increased when customers sense that the bonds are 
vulnerable: the firm’s reputation or future revenues are at risk (Boulding & Kirmani, 
1993; Kirmani & Rao, 2000).  
This reasoning is supported by a wide array of empirical studies. Findings indicate 
that victims of psychological harm generally have more favorable impressions of the 
perpetrator, experience more positive affect, and are more likely to refrain from severe 
aggression toward the perpetrator when the culprit apologizes for the wrongdoing than 
when the culprit does not (Ohbuchi, Kameda & Agarie, 1989). Experimental studies 
of impression management reveal that the expression of remorse following a 
transgression can mitigate punishment (Schwartz et al., 1978). Moreover, research on 
social dilemmas demonstrates that at least in short-term interactions, accommodative 
responding can be more effective than denial for re-establishing cooperation after an 
opportunistic act (Bottom et al., 2002). Coombs (1999) finds that people expect 
accommodative response from the company when they strongly perceive that the 
company was accountable for the negative event. This approach can reduce the feeling 
of aggression (Carnevale & Isen, 1986; Conlon & Murray, 1996), which in turn leads 
to favorable evaluation of product or service providers. Further, even partial 
compensation may be sufficient to restore consumers’ positive attitude toward the 
company and enhance the likelihood of future purchases (Conlon & Murray, 1996). In 
addition, the company’s act to accept responsibility for the negative events facilitates 
developing consumers’ trust in the company, which in turn affects their evaluation of 
the company as well as their purchase intention (Lee, 2005). 
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These findings suggest that the observing consumers may exhibit more favorable 
attitude and greater purchase intention if seller provides accommodative responses for 
a product failure review. Thus, I posit that accommodative responding, instead of 
defensive responding, is effective in recovering from the psychological loss resulting 
from the product failure review. 
On the contrary, the interpersonal transgression literature shows that the more 
severe the harm is, the stronger will be the desire for an apology from the victim, and 
thus a more extensive or complex apology may be necessary for alleviating the victim's 
anger and aggression (Ohbuchi et al., 1989; Schlenker & Darby, 1981). Defensive 
responding has been regarded ineffective in dealing with the negative publicity as 
severe as product-harm crises (Dawar & Pillutla, 2000) or scandal (Marcus & 
Goodman, 1991). Bottom et al. (2002) also illustrate, a denial of uncooperative intent 
will lead to more negative affective reactions when the previous cooperative 
interaction is short. Thus, online seller’s defensive responding, attempting to shield 
itself from the responsibility of the product failure mentioned in the negative WOM 
through denial, justifications or explanations, will be unable to ease the detrimental 
effect of negative WOM. 
Hypothesis 2: When confronting product failure WOM, accommodative responding 
(vs. defensive responding) is more effective in enhancing observing consumers’ 
purchase intention. 
3.2.3 Mediation role of attribution of negative WOM 
The current literature suggests that observers’ cognitive processing of negative 
WOM involves causal attributional reasoning (Chen & Lurie, 2013; Laczniak et al., 
2001; Mizerski, Golden & Kernan, 1979). Attribution theory is based on the notion 
that individuals make spontaneous causal attribution for the events and information 
that they encounter (Hastie, 1984; Kelley, 1973; Weiner, 1972). What causes negative 
WOM from the observers’ perspective? Prior literature has focused on three potential 
causal agents: the reviewer, the product and its seller, and the situational factors 
(Folkes, 1988). An assumption made by many researchers is that WOM is a proxy for 
product quality and underlying product characteristics (Khare, Labrecque & Asare, 
2011; Sun, 2012; West & Broniarczyk, 1998). However, this assumption is challenged 
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by many studies by identifying conditions and plausible explanations for the fact that 
online reviews may fail to provide information about quality. For example, negative 
WOM from a previous consumer that is low in consistency often leads observing 
consumers to infer that the consumer did not use the product correctly (Dunn & Dahl, 
2012; Laczniak et al., 2001). Moreover, given that reviewers are the contributors of 
WOM, their characteristics often play a role in the interpretation (Forman et al., 2008; 
Weiss et al., 2008). Consequently, I suggest that observers may attribute the negative 
product reviews to any of causal agents: the product and its seller, the reviewer’s 
characteristics, or the situational factors. 
Online WOM literature has identified the mediation effect of attribution for WOM 
on the relationship between different attributes of WOM and receivers’ subsequent 
behaviors. As Laczniak et al. (2001) demonstrated, observers’ responses to negative 
product reviews were mediated by their causal attributions, which depended on the 
way in which the negative WOM was conveyed. They further clarified that observers 
attributed the negativity of WOM to the brand (i.e., brand attribution) when receiving 
the WOM with high consensus, high distinctiveness, and high consistency, while they 
attribute negative WOM to the reviewer when receiving the WOM with low consensus, 
low distinctiveness, and high consistency.  
Sen and Lerman (2007) investigated the existence of the well-established 
negativity bias of online WOM across product categories. They found that such 
negativity bias only exists for utilitarian products through the mediation of observers’ 
attribution of reviewers’ motivation. Specifically, consumers observing negative 
hedonic product reviews are more likely to attribute the negative opinions expressed 
to the reviewer’s internal (or non-product related) reasons; and therefore are less likely 
to find the negative reviews useful. However, in the utilitarian case, readers’ are more 
likely to attribute the reviewer’s negative opinions to external (or product related) 
motivations, and therefore find negative reviews more useful than positive reviews on 
average.  
More recently, Chen and Lurie (2013) further searched for the boundary 
conditions for the negativity bias and found that the temporal contiguity cues, which 
referred to the words and phrases indicating temporal proximity between product 
consumption and review writing, diminished the negativity bias effect by enhancing 
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the perceived value of positive reviews. Furthermore, they demonstrated that such 
effect was caused by the fact that the temporal contiguity cues shifted the reviewer 
attribution to product-experience attribution for the positive WOM.  
Thus, understanding observers’ attribution of negative WOM is important because 
it can affect the subsequent attitudes and behaviors of readers (Chen & Lurie, 2013; 
Folkes, 1988; Sen & Lerman, 2007). Defensive attribution theory pertains to the 
responsibility assignment behavior of an observer to an alleged perpetrator or a 
potential victim in an accident (Shaver, 1970; Shaw & McMartin, 1977). According to 
the defensive attribution hypothesis (or defensive attribution bias), there is a positive 
relationship between the severity of a negative incident and the blame attributed to a 
party potentially at fault (Robbennolt, 2000). When the consequences are mild, it is 
easy to feel sympathy for a victim or harm-doer and not blame them; but as the severity 
of the consequences increases, it becomes more reluctant to believe that such a 
misfortune could happen to anyone and attributing responsibility helps an individual 
manage this emotional reaction (Fiske & Taylor, 1991). Consequently, more 
responsibility will be attributed to the harm-doer as the outcome becomes more severe. 
The role of online responding in attribution adjustment 
The findings from the above studies have important implications for my research 
context, where negative WOM also varies in terms of severity. Consumers 
spontaneously engage in reasoning about unexpected negative events (Folkes, 1988; 
Wong & Weiner, 1981). And this attribution process typically involves identifying the 
locus of cause for the event (Weiner, 1972), which measures how consumers locate the 
cause to different parties involved (Bradbury & Fincham, 1990). I extend this literature 
by examining how online seller’s responding influence observing consumers’ 
attributions for the described negative experience.  
Research in correspondence bias shows that observers tend to make default 
attribution to the actor (Gilbert & Malone, 1995) and that this tendency is even stronger 
for negative (vs. positive) behavior (Ybarra, 2002). Consistent with this view, 
consumers tend to believe that negative WOM is generally related to the firm related 
causes and consequently locate the cause to the firm. However, these default 
attributions may be adjusted if the contextual information leads consumers to 
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acknowledge the situational factors facing the firms (Gawronski, 2004; Gilbert & 
Malone, 1995). While the primary response of default attribution is automatic, the 
secondary response of attribution adjustment may or may not occur, depending on the 
characteristics of contextual information and the observers’ motivation and ability to 
process it (Gawronski, 2004; Gilbert & Malone, 1995).  
I suggest that online responding, when adopting appropriate content, provides 
additional information to remind observing consumers of other plausible attribution 
agents and subsequently motives consumers adjust their default attribution. Therefore, 
I propose that the causal attribution mediates the interaction effect of the responding 
strategies and the nature of negative WOM. Specifically, I argue that appropriate 
responding strategies (i.e., defensive responding to regular negative WOM and 
accommodative responding to product failure WOM respectively) help shift observers’ 
attribution of negative reviews away from the seller. This is consistent with Hilton 
(1995)'s  model of social communication, which suggests that, all things being equal, 
a receiver assumes that a conveyor of interpersonal information is trying to be helpful 
and consequently should be positively disposed toward the communicator at the time 
of exposure. In my context, once sellers respond to a negative review in an appropriate 
way, their online responding can effectively counteract the default causal attribution 
of negative WOM toward the seller. Thus, I propose a moderated mediation effect of 
causal attribution towards seller as the underlying process for the effectiveness of 
different responding strategies. 
Hypothesis 3: The effectiveness of appropriate responding (i.e., defensive responding 
to the regular negative WOM and accommodative responding to the product failure 
WOM) is mediated by the reduced causal attribution of the negative WOM towards 
seller. 
3.2.4 Summary 
The review of relevant literature in negative publicity and crisis management, 
service/product failure recovery, and interpersonal and inter-organizational 
transgression provides important implications for the theorizing of the impact of online 
responding on observing consumers. Following the literature, I conceptualize online 
sellers’ responding along the continuum from defensive to accommodative responding. 
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I further propose that both defensive and accommodative responding can be a double-
edged sword and that the tradeoff between the potential benefit and cost hinges on the 
nature of negative WOM. 
Although similar, online responding may deviate from other coping strategies for 
several reasons. First, the nature of negative WOM is different from the negative 
publicity (e.g., product crisis) in terms of intensity, scope, and the consequent influence. 
Second, my perspective focuses on the observing consumers who are exploring the 
previous reviews and the corresponding responses when making purchase decision. 
This perspective makes my research different from the research in service/product 
failure recovery, and interpersonal and inter-organizational apology, which mostly 
centers on the involved customers. Third, observing consumers tend to lack a history 
of deep interactions with seller, which differs from interpersonal and inter-
organizational transgression where the involved parties usually establish trust across a 
history of regular and reciprocal interactions. 
In the following two studies, I test the hypotheses by a laboratory experiment and 
a study of field data, across 2 product categories. Firstly, I conduct one scenario-based 
experiment to test the relative effectiveness of accommodative versus defensive 
responding. To understand the underlying mechanism, I test the moderated mediation 
role of causal attribution of the negative WOM. To further validate my findings, I rely 
on the econometric method based upon the field data from TripAdvisor.com to 
investigate the impact of different responding strategies on the consumption 
satisfaction of subsequent consumers.  
3.3 Experimental Investigation of Online Responding 
3.3.1 Overview of the experiment  
The purposes of this experiment are two-fold. First, I provide experimental 
evidence for the relative effectiveness of defensive responding vs. accommodative 
responding. I propose that the relative advantage of different responding strategies 
depends on whether observing consumers read a regular negative review or a product 
failure review. On one hand, in the situation of regular negative WOM, seller’s 
defensive responding will, but accommodative responding will not, be effective in 
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enhancing observing consumers’ purchase intention. On the other hand, in the product 
failure situation, accommodative responding will, but defensive responding will not, 
help to increase observing consumers’ purchase intention. 
Second, I further explore the underlying mechanism for the interaction effect of 
different responding strategies and the nature of negative WOM. Typically, I posit that 
appropriate online responding can help shift the causal attribution of negative WOM 
away from the seller. In other words, a moderated mediation effect occurs that both the 
effectiveness of defensive responding in the regular negative WOM situation and the 
effectiveness of the accommodative responding in the product failure WOM situation 
are mediated by the reduced causal attribution of the negative WOM towards seller. 
3.3.2 Pilot Study  
Study 2 investigates the relative effectiveness of accommodative vs defensive 
responding on observing consumers’ purchase intention, which depends on the nature 
of negative WOM. What’s more, this study also explores the moderated mediation of 
causal attribution by showing that when adopting appropriate responding strategies, 
the seller can shift the causal attribution of the cause of the negative WOM away from 
itself. 
The experiment materials instruct subjects to participate in role-playing for one of 
online shopping scenarios. Hiking shoes with a fictitious brand name were chosen as 
the product category, which is commonly selected in many experiments for negative 
information processing (Ahluwalia, 2000, 2002; Ahluwalia et al., 2000). The fictitious 
brand was created to avoid any potential bias resulted from brand familiarity and 
subjects’ prior purchase experience. 
I adopt Sridhar and Srinivasan (2012)'s  empirical categorization of negative 
WOM into regular negative and product failure WOM. Both regular negative and 
product failure reviews are selected and revised from the hiking shoes category on 
Amazon.com. In the product failure scenario, subjects receive a negative review with 
a 1-star rating and a textual description of completely dissatisfactory product 
experience. Particularly, this product failure review complains about the pain caused 
by the lack of shock absorption when wearing the shoes for hiking. On the other hand, 
in the regular negative WOM scenarios, subjects are showed another negative review 
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with 3-star rating and the corresponding textual description featured with moderate 
dissatisfactory product evaluations for the ugly surface design.  
After the manipulations for negative WOM with different natures, subjects receive 
either a defensive or an accommodative response. In the accommodative responding 
situation, the seller accepts responsibility, admits to the existence of problems, and 
attempts to take actions to remedy the situation (specifically, offering a discount for a 
future transaction). In the defensive responding scenario, the seller provides 
justification, explanations or denial for its responsibility, trying to dissociate itself from 
the mentioned problems. For example, for the regular negative review due to “ugly 
design”, the seller clarified its emphasis on the protection functions and waterproof 
and breathable exterior design. For the product failure review due to “lack of shock 
absorption”, the seller tried to explain that the painful experience may be caused by 
the reviewer’s improper usage of the shoes.  
Pre-test 
Before conducting the main experiment, I run a paper-and-pencil pre-test to serve 
the following purposes. First, I try to test the validity of the experimental stimuli and 
designed manipulations and, if necessary, make some modifications based upon the 
subjects’ evaluations of the questionnaire. Second, this pretest can provide some 
preliminary results for the proposed hypotheses regarding consumers’ reaction to 
different online responding strategies when confronting negative WOM of different 
nature. Thus a 2 (Responding: accommodative versus defensive responding) × 2 
(Nature: regular negative WOM versus product failure WOM) scenario-based 
experiment is conducted. I predict that defensive responding will be more effective in 
enhancing observing consumers’ purchase intention than the accommodative 
responding in regular negative WOM condition. In contrast, in the product failure 
review situation, accommodative responding will lead to a higher purchase intention, 
compared with defensive responding.  
Subjects and Design  
Ninety-seven undergraduate students in a Hong Kong university voluntarily 
participated in this 2×2 between-subject experiment. After being randomly assigned to 
one of the four conditions, respondents were required to participate a role-play game 
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of online shopping and assured that their responses would be anonymous. All 
participants then read the scenario which suggested that they had been thinking of 
buying a new pair of hiking shoes for the coming hiking trip and were suggested by 
their experienced friends to read the product reviews before making a purchase.  
After their exposure to the instructions and manipulated scenarios (i.e., both the 
negative review and the firm’s responding), all participants were required to complete 
their rating of dependent variables, manipulation check questions, and control 
variables. In this pre-test, I include two dependent variables, namely attitude toward 
the seller and purchase intention. Control variables cover the subjects’ demographic 
variables (e.g., age, gender, and so on), online shopping experience and online 
shopping frequency.  
Purchase intentions were measured on a seven-point scale item (bipolarly labeled 
with very unlikely-very likely). All attitude variables were respectively measured by a 




All subjects were required to answer the manipulation check questions for both 
the nature of negative WOM and responding strategy. Participants were asked to 
indicate on a seven-point scale whether the problem (lack of shock absorption or ugly 
surface design) mentioned in the negative WOM was (1) a big or small inconvenience, 
and (2) very severe or not severe at all. Results indicated that there was a significant 
difference in the perceived severity of mentioned problem between the regular 
negative review condition and the product failure review condition 
(ܯ௥௘௚௨௟�௥ ௡௘௚�௧௜௩௪௘ = Ͷ.Ͳ,ܯ௣௥௢ௗ௨௖௧ ௙�௜௟௨௥௘ = Ͷ.Ͷʹ; ݐሺͻͷሻ = −ʹ.ʹͶ, ݌ = Ͳ.ͲͳͶ).  
For the responding strategy, subjects chose one of the descriptions that matched 
the response content they encountered, i.e., whether the seller accepted responsibility, 
admitted to the existence of problems, and attempted to take actions to remedy the 
situation or provided justification, explanations or denial for its responsibility, trying 
to dissociate itself from the mentioned problems. Chi-square test was conducted to 
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assess whether there were significant differences between conditions in accurate recall 
of accommodative or defensive responding strategies. The test demonstrated the 
manipulation had a significant effect in subjects’ judgment of seller’s response they 
encountered (�ଶሺͳሻ = ʹ͸.ͺͳ, ݌ < Ͳ.ͲͲͳ).  
Main results 
The two-way MANOVA was tested for this 2×2 design for subjects’ attitude 
toward the product and purchase intention after they receive an accommodative or 
defensive response from the seller. Multivariate normality distribution of two DVs was 
assessed and supported (Doornik-Hansen Chi − square ሺͶሻ = Ͷ.͵͸ͺ ሺ݌ = Ͳ.͵ͷͻሻ). 
Due to our unbalanced design, the equality of covariance matrices among different 
groups was examined and supported using Box's M test (Box F=0.74, p=0.672). 
The two-way MANOVA result showed that both the nature of NWOM and the 
responding strategies demonstrated a significant main effect and a significant 
interaction effect on the subjects’ attitude toward seller and purchase intention jointly. 
The nature of NWOM had a Wilks' Lambda = 0.792 (p=0.000) and responding 
strategies had a Wilks' Lambda = 0.937 (p=0.051). The interaction term also 
demonstrated a significant effect, with a Wilks' Lambda = 0.921 (p=0.023). The 
MANOVA results support our prediction that the effectiveness of accommodative 
versus defensive responding depended upon the nature of NWOM. 
To further interpret the respective effect on attitude toward seller and purchase 
intention, separate univariate ANOVA were conducted. While whether the negative 
WOM was regular negative or product failure had a consistent significant effect on 
both attitude toward seller (Fattitude=10.78, p=0.001) and purchase intention 
(Fintention=22.40, p=0.000), the main effect of responding strategies was only 
significantly for the former (Fattitude=5.54, p=0.021; Fintention=0.06, p=0.805). More 
importantly, the interaction term was found to be significant for both DVs (Fattitude=3.75, 
p=0.056; Fintention=7.14, p=0.009). 
(Insert Table 13 here)  
Next, planed contrasts using the omnibus error from the full model were 
conducted to determine the specific effects of accommodative versus defensive 
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responding on consumers’ attitude toward seller and purchase intention, which was 
expected to be moderated by the nature of NWOM. For the regular negative WOM, 
while the attitude toward seller was not significantly different across different 
responding strategies ( ܯ�௖௖௢௠௠�௧௜௩௘ = ͷ.Ͳͷ,ܯௗ௘௙௘௡௦௜௩௘ = Ͷ.ͻ͹;  �ሺͳ, ͻ͵ሻ =Ͳ.ͳͲ, ݌ = Ͳ.͹ͷ͵), purchase intention was significantly higher for consumers receiving 
a defensive than when receiving an accommodative responding (ܯ�௖௖௢௠௠�௧௜௩௘ =Ͷ.ʹͺ,ܯௗ௘௙௘௡௦௜௩௘ = Ͷ.ͺ͵;  �ሺͳ, ͻ͵ሻ = ͵.͵ͺ, ݌ = Ͳ.Ͳ͸ͻ). For product failure NWOM, 
both the attitude toward seller (ܯ�௖௖௢௠௠�௧௜௩௘ = Ͷ.ͺͳ,ܯௗ௘௙௘௡௦௜௩௘ = Ͷ.Ͳ͵;  �ሺͳ, ͻ͵ሻ =ͺ.ͳͷ, ݌ = Ͳ.ͲͲͷ ) and purchase intention ( ܯ�௖௖௢௠௠�௧௜௩௘ = ͵.ͺͳ,ܯௗ௘௙௘௡௦௜௩௘ =͵.ͳͶ;  �ሺͳ, ͻ͵ሻ = ͵.͹͹, ݌ = Ͳ.Ͳͷͷ ) were significantly higher when receiving an 
accommodative responding than when receiving a defensive responding. 
(Insert Table 14 here) 
Discussion and questionnaire modifications 
The manipulation check results of the pre-test indicate that the manipulation of 
the nature of negative WOM and that of seller’s responding strategies are successful. 
The perceived severity of the problem mentioned in the negative WOM differs 
significantly across the regular negative review condition and the product failure 
review condition, with a higher severity in the latter conditions. Also, for the 
manipulations of seller’s responding strategies, the chi-square test also demonstrates a 
significant difference in subjects’ judgment of seller’s responding strategies.  
In terms of manipulation check, some modifications are made to ensure the 
validity of the manipulations and also accommodate the difference between the paper-
and-pencil pre-test and the web-based main study (using Qualtrics survey system). 
First, I increase subjects’ exposures to the negative review and seller’s responding (if 
any) by displaying them before all questions on each webpage (except the 
manipulation check page). I also control the subjects’ exposures to the stimuli by not 
allowing them to go backward once they start their questionnaires. Second, I change 
the original dichotomous manipulation check into a single seven-point item bipolarly 
labeled with “accommodative” (1) and “defensive” respectively (7). The smaller the 
number, the more accommodative and the less defensive the seller’s responding; 
meanwhile the larger the number is, the less accommodative and the more defensive 
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the seller’s responding is. The definitions for accommodative and defensive 
responding are given above the measurement item. The manipulation check for the 
nature of negative WOM is kept the same. Third, besides the demographic variables 
and the general online purchase behavior variables, I include new control variables 
which gauge the prior purchase experience in the chosen product category, namely, 
reliance on online reviews, online purchase experience (in terms of years) and 
experience in purchasing hiking shoes.  
The preliminary findings both MANOVA and separated ANOVA analyses indicate 
a significant interaction, meaning that the nature of negative WOM moderates the 
effectiveness of accommodative and defensive responding. For the regular negative 
WOM, although the attitude toward seller was not significantly different across 
different responding strategies, purchase intention is significantly higher for defensive 
(vs. accommodative) responding. For the product failure WOM, both the attitude 
toward seller and purchase intention are significantly higher for accommodative (vs. 
defensive) responding. 
3.3.3 The main study  
Subjects and Design  
As stated, the experiment serves two purposes. First, it aims to provide evidence 
on the relative effectiveness of accommodative versus defensive responding for 
different natures of negative WOM (i.e., the regular negative WOM versus the product 
failure WOM) and empirically tests the proposed Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2. 
Second and more importantly, this study examines how the interaction between 
responding strategies and the nature of negative WOM is mediated by the respondents’ 
attribution of the negative WOM. In other words, a moderated mediation is proposed: 
the relative effectiveness of the defensive responding in addressing the regular 
negative WOM and the relative effectiveness of the accommodative responding in 
dealing with the product failure WOM are mediated by the reduced causal attribution 
of the negative WOM towards the seller. Defensive responding (compared with the 
accommodative responding or no responding condition) in regular negative WOM and 
accommodative responding (compared with the defensive responding or no 
responding condition) in product failure WOM can reduce consumers’ attribution of 
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the negative WOM to seller and thus leads to higher purchase intention.  
In the main experiment, I conduct a 2 (regular negative WOM vs. product failure 
WOM) × 3 (defensive responding vs. accommodative responding vs. no responding) 
between-subject design. The control group is added to serve as the baseline condition. 
To test the mediating effect of causal attribution, I add a new item to the modified 
questionnaire to gauge the effect of responding strategies on prospective consumers’ 
causal attribution of the negative WOM. I assess causal attributions using an item 
adopted from (Chen & Lurie, 2013), which asks the subjects “to what extent do you 
agree this negative review is caused by the Expenditure’s factors”. This causal attribute 
is measured on a seven-point Likert item indicating subjects’ agreement with the 
statement. 
Based on the preliminary support from pre-test and these necessary modifications, 
I conduct the main study using the Qualtric survey systems and recruit subjects through 
Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) interface. Recently, more and more 
researchers in various fields (such psychology, management, marketing, economics, 
and even biology) increasingly rely on MTurk as a subject recruitment tool to conduct 
experiments, especially those with embedded experimental manipulations (Berinsky, 
Huber & Lenz, 2012). In addition to the faster theory/experiment cycle and low 
recruitment cost, MTurk possesses a large and stable subject pool with diversified 
background (Mason, Mason & Suri, 2012).  
Through Mturk interface, I refer the recruited subjects to an external web-based 
questionnaire in the Qualtrics system to randomize the all experiment cells so that each 
incoming subject is randomly and as evenly as possible assigned into the cells. After 
the subjects finish the questionnaire, the Qualtrics website is programmed to provide 
the subject with a unique code to enter in the MTurk website to verify that they have 
completed the task. Totally, I successfully recruit 300 subjects (with a payment of 0.8 
USD for each object), among whom three of them did not provide the matching 
completion code. Therefore, the resulting 297 responses are employed, with 146 
subjects receiving product failure WOM (including 48 for accommodative responding, 
47 for defensive responding, and 51 for no response at all) and 151 subjects receiving 
regular negative WOM (including 50 for accommodative responding, 50 for defensive 
responding, and 51 for no response at all). The final data are unbalanced because data 
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collection is terminated when the submissions of completed questionnaires achieves 
the pre-assigned number (i.e., 300). 
Results 
Manipulation check 
The perceived severity of the mentioned problem described by the negative WOM 
is found to be significantly higher for the product failure WOM than for the regular 
negative WOM ( ܯ௥௘௚௨௟�௥ ௡௘௚�௧௜௩௪௘ = ͵.͵͹,ܯ௣௥௢ௗ௨௖௧ ௙�௜௟௨௥௘ = Ͷ.ͻ͹; ݐሺʹͻ͹ሻ =−ͳͲ.Ͷͳ, ݌ < Ͳ.ͲͲ). Meanwhile, the manipulation check for the responding strategies 
indicates that Expenditure’s responding is perceived to be more accommodative in the 
accommodative responding condition and more defensive in the defensive responding 
condition (ܯ�௖௖௢௠௠௢ௗ�௧௜௩௘ = ʹ.Ͳ,ܯௗ௘௙௘௡௦௜௩௘ = Ͷ.ͻͺ; ݐሺͳͻͷሻ = −ͳ͸.ͻͳ, ݌ < Ͳ.ͲͲ). 
Main results 
The two-way MANCOVA is tested for this 2×3 design for subjects’ attitude toward 
the product, subjects’ attitude toward the seller, and purchase intention after they 
receive an accommodative or defensive response from the seller. Several control 
variables are included as well: consumer’s reliance on the product reviews in purchase 
decisions, experience in purchasing shoes, and online purchase experience in terms of 
year.  
(Insert Table 15 here) 
MANCOVA result displayed in Table 15 shows that both the nature of NWOM 
and the responding strategies demonstrate a significant main effect and a significant 
interaction effect on the subjects’ attitude toward seller and purchase intention jointly. 
The nature of NWOM has a Wilks' Lambda = 0.746 (p=0.000) and responding 
strategies has a Wilks' Lambda = 0.701 (p=0.000). More importantly, the interaction is 
significant, with a Wilks' Lambda = 0.944 (p=0.013). In addition, the experience of 
purchasing shoes is the only control variable that is marginally significant. 
 While the MANCOVA provides initial support for my predictions, several 
separate univariate ANCOVAs are conducted to investigate the proposed effects on the 
focal dependent variable (i.e., purchase intention) as well as consumer’s attitude 
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toward product and that toward seller. The results are demonstrated in the Table 16 
below. As I can observe, the ANCOVA analyses for three different dependent variables 
show a similar pattern, which are consistent with our previous MANCOVA results. 
The nature of negative WOM, responding strategies, and their interaction terms are all 
significant for three dependent variables. Particularly, I obtain a significant interaction 
between the nature of NWOM and responding strategies on the purchase intention 
(Fintention=6.12, p=0.003). Similarly, only experience in purchasing shoes has a 
significant positive effect.  
(Insert Table 16 here) 
I further conduct the planed contrasts (as displayed in Table 17) using the omnibus 
error to investigate the specific effects of accommodative versus defensive responding 
on purchase intention, which are expected to be moderated by the nature of NWOM. 
For the regular negative WOM, purchase intention of subjects who receive defensive 
responding is significantly higher than the other two conditions (�݆݀.ܯௗ௘௙௘௡௦௜௩௘ =ͷ.͵͹, �݆݀.ܯ�௖௖௢௠௠�௧௜௩௘ = Ͷ.Ͷ͸, �݆݀.ܯ௖௢௡௧௥௢௟ = Ͷ.ʹ͵; ݐௗ௘௙௘௡−�௖௖௢௠௠ሺͻͺሻ =͵.ʹͶ, ݌ < .Ͳͳ ; ݐௗ௘௙௘௡−௖௢௡௧௥௢௟ሺͻͻሻ = Ͷ.Ͳͺ, ݌ < .Ͳͳ ). When confronting a product 
failure WOM, subjects who receive accommodative responding exhibit a significant 
higher purchase intention than the other two conditions ( ܯௗ௘௙௘௡௦௜௩௘ = ͵.͵Ͷ , ܯ�௖௖௢௠௠�௧௜௩௘ = ͵.ͺͷ , ܯ௖௢௡௧௥௢௟ = ʹ.ͻͲ ; ݐௗ௘௙௘௡−�௖௖௢௠௠ሺͻ͵ሻ = −ͳ.͹͹, ݌ = .Ͳͺ ; ݐ�௖௖௢௠௠−௖௢௡௧௥௢௟ሺͻ͹ሻ = ͵.͵͹, ݌ < .Ͳͳ). Based on these results, both Hypothesis 1 and 
Hypothesis 2 are well supported. 
Besides this focal dependent variable, the attitude toward seller and the attitude 
toward the product demonstrate a similar pattern with some exceptions. For example, 
it seems that, as long as the seller responds to the negative reviews (either the regular 
negative review or the product failure review), subjects tend to display a more positive 
attitude towards the seller. Furthermore, accommodative responding (vs. defensive 
responding) is more effective in enhancing the attitude towards seller when addressing 
the product failure review, but not necessarily when dealing with the regular negative 
review. In terms of improving subjects’ attitude toward product, while defensive (vs. 
accommodative) responding is more effective in the regular negative WOM conditions, 
both responding strategies work equally well in the product failure WOM situation. 
(Insert able 17 here) 
Moderated mediation role of causal attribution 
In addition to the interaction efect between responding strategies and the nature 
of NWOM, this experiment explores the underlying mechnism or the observed 
relative efectiveness of diferent responding strategies. As stated in Hpothesis 3, I 
propose a moderated mediation efect that the causal attribution of negative WOM 
mediates the interaction between responding strategies and the nature of NWOM. 
Speciically, the relative efectiveness of deensive responding (when conronting 
regular negative WOM) and the relative efectiveness of accommodative responding 
(when conronting product ailure WOM) are both mediated by the act tht the cause 
of negative WOM is less attributed to the seller. 
Thus, to test Hypothesis 3, I conduct a moderated mediation analysis with the 
responding strategies ( deensive responding, accommodative responding, and no 
responding) as the independent variable, the nature of negative WOM as the moderator 
(O= regulr negative WOM nd 1 = product failre WOM), causal attribution of 
NWOM to the seller as the mediator, and purchase intetion as the dependent variable 
(Model 8, Hayes, 2013). As noted, my independent variable is a multi-categorical 
variable (i.e., two experimental conditions relative to a control group) instead of a 
continuous or dichotomous variable. Virtually, most mediation analysis procedures are 
appropriate or latter situations; thus Hayes and Preacher (2013) illustrated a new 
approach to address the mediation test with a multi-categorical independent variable. 
According to their approach, I dummy code the three groups by constructing two 
dummy variables ( D1 and Dz). I set D1 to 1 in the accommodative responding 
condition and O otherwise, and Dz to 1 in the defensive responding condition and O 
otherwise. The control condition is not explicitly coded, meaning that D1 = Dz = 0 
stands or the no responding situation. The obtained parameters in the model pertinent 
to group diferences are quntiications relative to this reerence group. I run a series 
of models to examine the moderated mediation efect of cusal attribution of negative 
WOM toward seller, as shown in Table 18. 
(Insert Table 18 here) 
The coeficient or D1 should be intepreted as the diference of the group means 
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between accommodative responding (D1 = 1) and the other two conditions (D1 = 0). 
Similarly, the coeicient or D2 should be understood in light of the diference of the 
group means between defensive responding ( D2 = 1) and the rest two conditions 
(D2 = 0). In irst step, I run the model with purchase intention as the dependent 
variable. The estimation results show that, in regular negative WOM condition, 
purchase intention of consumers who receive deensive responding is signiicant 
higher than that of consumers who receive no responding or accommodative 
responding (�v, = 1.12, p = 0.00). Contrarily, in product ailure WOM condition, 
purchase intention of consumers who receive accommodative responding is signiicant 
higher than that of consumers who receive no responding or deensive responding 
(�v1 = .94, p < 0.00). In he second regression, the proposed mediator (i.e., the 
causal attribution of negative WOM) is regressed on the same independent variables. 
As demonstrated, deensive responding is efective only in reducing he causal .. 
attribution of negative WOM toward sellers or the regular negative WOM (�v, = 
-.4 7 , p = 0.08 ). In parallel, accommodative responding is efective only in 
decreasing consumers' causal attribution of negative WOM toward seller or the 
product failure WOM (�v1 = -.49, p = 0.08). In the last regression, both the direct 
nd indirect efects are included in the models. The results indicate that the direct 
efects of both accomodative and deensive responding on purchase intention are 
reduced (�v, = 1.05, p = 0.00; �v1 = .74, p < 0.01). Menwhile, he atribution 
towrd seller signiicntly and negatively iluences purchase intention in both 
conditions ( �regular negative = -.15, P = 0.08; �product failure = -.38 , P = 
0.00). 
I use bootstrapping to generate a 95% conidence Interval (CI) around the indirect 
efect of atribution, in which successul mediation occurs if the CI does not contain 
zero (Preacher, Rucker & Hayes, 2007; Zhao, Lynch & Chen, 2010). The 
PROCESSV2 l l .SPS, which is the ltest version of SPSS code developed by Hayes 
or mediation analysis, is downloaded rom www.alhayes.com (released on Februy 
15, 2014) and run in SPSS! 7.0. The results of bootsrapping are displayed in Table 19 
below. On one hnd, the indirect efect of accommodative responding on the purchase 
intention, trough the causal attribution toward seller, is siniicant only in the prdduct 
failure WOM condition (95% Cis or regular negative WOM: -0.166-0.130; 95% Cis 
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or product ailure WOM: 0.08-0.330). On the other hand, the indirect efect of 
deensive responding on consumers' purchase intention, through causal attribution 
toward seller, is significant only in the regular negative WOM condition (95% Cis or 
regular negative WOM: 0.041-0.359; 95% Cls or product ailure WOM: -
0.060-0.229). So ar, I have provided evidence in the support of Hypothesis 3 that the 
efectiveness of deensive responding to regular negative WOM and the efectiveness 
of accommodative responding to product ailure WOM are mediated by the reduced 
causal attribution of the negative WOM towards seller. 
(Insert Table 19 here) 
3.3.4 Discussion 
To counteract the detrimental impact of negative WOM, both researchers and 
practitioners underscore the importance to proactively manage online review system. 
This study investigates the inluence of sellers' online responding to negative WOM 
rom the observing consumers' perspective. Based on the implications rom relevant 
literature such as negative publicity and crisis management, service/product ailure 
recovery, and interpersonal and inter-organizational transgression, I categorize sellers' 
responding into deensive and accommodative responding. I propose that whether 
sellers' accommodative or deensive responding is more efective in dealing with 
negative WOM depends upon the diferent nature of negative WOM: regular negative 
WOM and product ailure WOM. 
Consistent with my propositions, this experiment provides empirical evidence 
or the asymmetric impact of accommodative versus deensive responding. When 
conronting a regular negative WOM, deensive responding outperorms 
accommodative responding or no responding, whereas accommodative responding is 
superior to deensive responding or no responding when coping with a product failure 
WOM. Furthermore, this observed efect is ound to be mediated by the observing 
consumers' causal attribution of negative WOM. Speciically, adopting appropriate 
responses (i.e., accommodative responses to product ailure reviews or deensive 
responses to regular negative reviews) helps to shit the causal attribution of the cause 
of negative WOM away rom the sellers, and consequently enhance consumers' 
purchase intention . 
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In the next section, I validate the indings obtained in his experiment using the 
ield data collected rom Tripadvisor.com to urther investigate the diferential impact 
of accommodative versus deensive responding to negative WOM. To gauge the 
efectiveness of online responding, I use each newly ariving review to indicate 
corresponding consumer's (dis) stisaction of their hotel consumption experience. 
3.4 Field investigation of responding strategies 
3.4.1 Overview of the Field Study 
Since Chapter 3 proposes online responding as a proactive communication to 
manage negative reviews, this section employs econometric method to enhance the 
extenal validity of the indings obtained in the previous experiment. Data or hotels' 
reviews and their responses were target,d nd crawled rom TripAdvisor.com. This .. 
product category is chosen in that the value of customer reviews is prticulrly 
prominent or experience goods and that consumers are more likely to rely on the 
experiences of others to judge the product quality (Klein, 1998; Nelson, 1970). In 
particular, I explore the impact of deensive vs. accomodtive responding on the 
subsequent consumer's satisaction hich is maniested by the valence of each newly 
riving review. To recapitulte, both experimental and ield studies ry to present 
converging evidence or the relative efectiveness of accommodative vs. deensive 
responding to negative WOM. 
3.4.2 Dataset 
The data serving the empirical investigtion is randomly sampled rom the same 
population of San Diego hotels available on Tripadvisor.com used in Chapter 2. All 
the ocal independent variables and conrol variables are generated based upon the all 
historical data. The analysis unit is the individual review that arrived ater Jan 1, 2014. 
Consequently, this data set consists of 8773 observations or 91 hotels, with the ocal 
explanatory variables and control variables aggregated rom the entire history ahead 
of each observation. The statistical summry of the reviews and responses is shown in 
Table 20. 
(Insert Table 20 here) 
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3.4.3 Data coding or diferent responding strategies 
As Table 20 shows, there are 2,341 responses or regular negative reviews and 
1,988 responses or product ailure reviews that I need to categorize into 
accommodative vs deensive responses. Of-the-shelf CATA sotware ( e.g., General 
Inquirer (Stone, Dunphy & Smith, 1966), Linguistic Inquiy and Word Count 
(Penebaker, Francis & Booth, 2001)) tpically provides a count of preselected 
positive and negative words occuring in a textual description ( a proxy measure or 
positivity or negativity). Because there is no preselected words to measre 
accommodative and deensive responses, automated coding is not feasible or them. 
Thus I hired human coders (two Hong Kong undergraduate students in marketing) to 
code the accommodative and deensive responses. 
To train the coders, the coders and I independently coded 50 responses (noL 
included in the inal sample). If a response displays the hotel's apology, 
acknowlegement of the existence of the mentioned problems, acceptance of ull or 
substantial responsibility, or attempts to take actions to remedy the damage, it is coded 
as an accommodative response. If the response expresses justiications and 
explanations that dissociate the involved hotel rom the mentioned problems, or assign 
;.; the responsibility to others or situational actors, it is coded as a deensive response .  Some of the responses don't address any concen or problem mentioned by the 
responded reviews, and consequently they re coded as irelevant responses. Besides 
these responses to negative WOM, many hotels also respond to those positive WOM. 
Since I ocus on the impact of hotels' diferent responding srategies on negative 
WOM, their responses to positive WOM are recorded and included as the control 
variables. Ater the training, two coders coded the 1,988 responses independently. And 
they manually parsed the relevant portion of the onliner review text so that I can veriy 
their coding. The two coders agreed on the occurrence of accommodative responses in 
91 % of the cases and that of deensive responses in 90% of the cases. The 
inconsistencies are resolved through discussion. The summary of the coding results is 
shown in Table 21. 




3.4.4 Model specification and estimation results 
I intend to capture the influence of different online responding strategies on the 
valence of subsequent consumer’s review. In general, I posit that when confronting a 
product failure (regular negative) review, accommodative responding (defensive 
responding) is more effective in enhancing subsequent consumers’ satisfaction (i.e., a 
higher rating of the newly arriving review). 
Model specification 
Because online ratings are ordered variables that are not distributed normally, I 
employ the ordered probit model to depict the asymmetric impact of accommodative 
vs. defensive responding. Since the data structure is nested within each hotel (each 
hotel receives ratings from multiple consumers), I use the robust cluster estimator to 
allow for the intragroup correlation and thus incorporate the unobserved heterogeneity. 
Consider the rating yij={1, 2, 3, 4, 5} that reviewer i provided for hotel j. Let ݕ௜௝∗  be 
the underlying latent variable that captures the reviewer’s product evaluation. The 
econometric model is specified as below: ݕ௜௝∗ = ߚଵ݂݀݁݁݊ݏ݅ݒ݁_ܴ ௜ܰ௝ + ߚଶܽܿܿ݋݉݉݋݀ܽݐ݅ݒ݁_ܴ ௜ܰ௝ + ߚଷ݂݀݁݁݊ݏ݅ݒ݁_��௜௝ +ߚସܽܿܿ݋݉݉݋݀ܽݐ݅ݒ݁_��௜௝ + �′ܼ௜௝ + �௜௝,         
where ݂݀݁݁݊ݏ݅ݒ݁_ܴ ௜ܰ௝ is the proportion of defensive responses to regular negative 
reviews before ݎ݁ݒ݅݁ݓ݁ݎ௜௝ , ܽܿܿ݋݉݉݋݀ܽݐ݅ݒ݁_ܴ ௜ܰ௝  is the proportion of 
accommodative responses to regular negative reviews before ݎ݁ݒ݅݁ݓ݁ݎ௜௝ , ݂݀݁݁݊ݏ݅ݒ݁_��௜௝ is the proportion of defensive responses to product failure reviews 
before ݎ݁ݒ݅݁ݓ݁ݎ௜௝ and ܽܿܿ݋݉݉݋݀ܽݐ݅ݒ݁_��௜௝ is the proportion of accommodative 
responses to product failure reviews before ݎ݁ݒ݅݁ݓ݁ݎ௜௝. To test the relative impact of 
defensive vs. accommodative responding on the rating of a newly arriving review, the 
direction and significance of ߚଵ, ߚଶ, ߚଷ, ߚସ are considered. ܼ௜௝ refers to the vector 
of all control variables and their effects on the rating are captured in the coefficient 
vector �. Note that hotels respond to positive reviews as well, and thus its impact is 
taken into account in the model. Also, the irrelevant responses to negative reviews are 
also controlled to rule out potential influence. Given the specification for ݕ௜௝∗  and 
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denoting the cumulative distribution of ݕ௜௝∗  as Φሺ∙ሻ, the probability of yij={1, 2, 3, 4, 
5} is as follow:  
p(y = ݕ௜௝) = {   
   −Φ(�ସ − ݕ௜௝∗ ), ݕ = ͷΦ(�ସ − ݕ௜௝∗ ) − Φ(�ଷ − ݕ௜௝∗ ), ݕ = ͶΦ(�ଷ − ݕ௜௝∗ ) − Φ(�ଶ − ݕ௜௝∗ ), ݕ = ͵Φ(�ଶ − ݕ௜௝∗ ) − Φ(�ଵ − ݕ௜௝∗ ), ݕ = ʹͳ − Φ(�ଵ − ݕ௜௝∗ ), ݕ = ͳ 
 
I also estimate λ௞ሺ݇ = ͳ − Ͷሻ, which captures the range of the distribution 
associated with ݕ௜௝. 
Control variables 
My control variables consist of four groups of factors that would influence the 
rating of the current review. The first group of control variables captures the 
accumulative impact of all previous WOMs. This coincides with most online WOM 
literature that all previous WOMs play a role as a source of social influence on 
subsequent WOMs (e.g., Sridhar & Srinivasan, 2012). These includes the average 
valence of all previous ratings ahead of review௜௝, the total number of reviews a hotel 
received before review௜௝ , the average dispersion of all previous reviews before review௜௝, and the average length of all previous reviews ahead of review௜௝.  
The second group of control variables describe all previous reviewers’ expertise 
in writing reviews. This is because experts evaluate products differently from novices 
(Bendapudi & Berry, 1997). The average number of reviews contributed by all 
previous reviewers, the average votes for helpfulness received by all previous 
reviewers, and the average number of cities the previous reviewers visited. As stated 
on TripAdvisor.com, the reviewers’ ranks in this community is determined by their 
contributions in writing reviews. Consequently, reviewers’ ranking is excluded from 
the model for perfect multicollinearity.  
Since my research interest lies in how hotels’ accommodative or defensive 
responding to negative reviews influences subsequent consumer’s evaluation of the 
consumption experience, the third set of control variables controls for the impact 
arising from those responses hotels made in responses to positive reviews and those 
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irrelevant responses to negative WOM. The last set of control variables incorporates 
the current reviewer’s reviewing expertise (i.e., the number of reviews contributed, the 
number of cities visited, and the number of votes received), dummies for the hotel’s 
star ranking, and month dummies. 
(Insert Table 22 here) 
Results 
As I expect, the asymmetric impact of different types of responding depends on 
the different nature of negative reviews. On one hand, for previous reviews that are 
regular negative ones, the higher proportion of defensive responses the higher product 
evaluation for the current reviewer ( ߚଵ =. .ͺͷͲ, p = .Ͳ͵ͺ ). Contrarily, the 
accommodative responding hurt the current reviewer’s evaluation of the consumption 
experience (ߚଶ = −.ͷʹͻ, p = .Ͳͳ͸). On the other hand, for product failure reviews, 
the higher proportion of accommodative responses, the more likely that the current 
reviewer provided a higher rating ሺߚସ = .͸Ͳ͸, p = .Ͳ͵͵ሻ . However, defensive 
responding worsens hotels’ situation and exert a negative impact on the subsequent 
consumer’s rating (ߚଷ = −.͸͵ͳ, p = .Ͳʹ͹). Thus, Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2 are 
further validated.  
In addition, when hotels respond to positive reviews, it surprisingly does not 
improve subsequent consumer’s product evaluation ( �ଵ = .ͲͲͻ , p>.50). While 
positive reviews usually dominate online reviews systems, this result calls for seller’s 
consideration when devoting resources in responding to positive reviews. Furthermore, 
the proportion of irrelevant responses to negative reviews has a negative impact on 
subsequent consumer’s rating, which approaches the significance of .10. This indicates 
responding can hurt when seller provides superficial and irrelevant responses. Among 
other control variables, the average rating of all previous consumers played a 
significant impact in subsequent review’s rating (�ଶ = ͳ.͸ͷͷ, p < .ͲͲ), highlighting 
that firms should manage their online reviews to enhance their overall reputation.  
3.4.5 Discussion 
This section provide econometric evidence in support of the findings of previous 
experiment. Specifically, I observed an asymmetric impact of accommodative vs. 
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defensive responding when confronting negative WOM with different nature. On one 
hand, the higher proportion of appropriate responding (namely, defensive responding 
to regular negative reviews or accommodative responding to product failure reviews), 
the higher evaluation of the consumption of the subsequent consumer. On the other 
hand, when seller takes inappropriate responding (namely, defensive responding to 
product failure reviews or accommodative responding to regular negative reviews), 
subsequent consumer’s evaluation of the consumption decreases. These results are in 
accord with the experimental study, providing external validity. In sum, both studies 
provide converging evidence for the importance of elaboration on the information 





Chapter 4 Discussion and Managerial Implications 
4.1 Conclusions 
Due to wide recognition of the significance of WOM, the management of online 
reviews has received increasingly more attention. There is mounting evidence that 
firms manipulate online WOM to promote positive reviews and suppress negative ones 
(e.g., Hu et al., 2012; Mayzlin, 2006; Xiao & Benbasat, 2011). However, due to stricter 
regulations on the third party websites, online sellers find it more difficult to delete or 
hide negative reviews. Blatant manipulations can decrease user trust and credibility of 
WOM indicators (Ghose, 2009). To promote and monitor WOM, firms develop 
various social media marketing initiatives. These initiations work in an implicit way 
to utilize WOM, however, online responding has emerged to explicitly interfere with 
the generation of WOM.  
Though there has been an increasing pervasion of online responding to consumers’ 
post-purchase reviews in practice, so far no published academic research has provided 
insight on whether and how firms should engage their customers via responding. This 
dissertation attempts to fill this research gap and examine the impact of online 
responding as an innovative communication channel to engage customers and cultivate 
their relationship with customers. It consists of two different but interrelated 
investigations of online responding. The first empirical study postulates online 
responding as a new communication method for firms to engage their customers on 
social media platforms. The second investigation turns the focus on whether and how 
firms should respond online to deal with the negative WOM. Both the experimental 
design and the econometric examination provide converging evidence on the 
proposition that firms should elaborate on the content of responding and tailor their 
responses according to the negative WOM of different nature. 
Specifically, Study 1 posits that, while many social media marketing initiatives 
(e.g., blog-based “seeding” campaign, or network referral programs) aim at utilizing 
the power of WOM implicitly, firms adopt online responding to directly intervene in 
the generation of WOM. As firms voluntarily decide whether and how to respond to 
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their customer reviews, their responding strategies differ in terms of frequency, speed, 
and the amount of information expressed in the responses.  
The empirical examinations based upon the data crawled from TripAdvisor.com 
demonstrates that different responding patterns exert asymmetrical impacts on 
consumers’ engagement, which is measured by both the traditional dimensions for 
WOM and voting behavior. The results confirm the signaling role of online responding. 
When firms strategically (vs. when they do not) and frequently (vs. infrequently) 
respond to their customer reviews online, consumers are more likely to engage in the 
online review community in terms of higher review valence, larger volume, wider 
spread of communication across communities, and greater tendency of observing 
community members to vote helpful reviews. Timely responding invites more new 
reviews and more votes for helpfulness. The amount of information plays a less 
important role and only has a significant negative impact on the average valence of 
subsequent reviews. In sum, to maintain and enhance customer engagement, firms 
should respond to their online reviews; in addition, more frequent and timely 
responding is more effective in cultivating consumer engagement.  
Study 1 also speaks to the significant role of online responding in strengthening 
firms’ competitive advantage. As demonstrated, whether responding or not, the 
frequency, and the speed of responding enhance hotel’s popularity ranking. Again, the 
amount of information conveyed by responding doesn’t exert significant influence on 
popularity ranking. To summarize, online responding can work as an effective 
communication channel for firms to engage their customers and leverage competitive 
advantage by directly interfering in the customer-to-customer interactions.  
Notably, Study 1 not only shows support for the significance of responding speed 
and frequency, it also demonstrates the insignificance of response length. It shows that 
the more information contained in a response, the lower the average valence of 
subsequent reviews. This shows the inherent counter intuitiveness, as more resources 
are expended to craft longer responses, even though response length is an insignificant 
factor. Understanding of this phenomenon may rest at the asymmetrical impact of 
information quantity and information quality in information processing. 
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The second part of my empirical investigation focuses on the impact of quality of 
responses, rather than quantity (i.e., information disclosed). It attempts uncover the 
impact of response content on the effectiveness of online responding. Furthermore, 
due to the significance of negative WOM, this part concentrates on how different 
responding to negative WOM influences prospective consumers’ post-purchase 
product evaluation.  
It consists of two studies, with an experiment design in Study 2 and an 
econometric investigation in Study 3. I distinguish between accommodative and 
defensive responding and hypothesize that whether accommodative versus defensive 
responding is more effective depends upon the different types of negative WOM (i.e., 
regular negative WOM and product failure WOM).  
Both Study 2 and Study 3 demonstrate that online responding is effective in 
attenuating the detrimental impact of negative WOM only when the seller employs the 
appropriate responding strategy. When confronting a regular negative WOM, 
defensive responding outperforms accommodative responding or not responding. 
However, accommodative responding is superior to defensive responding or not 
responding when coping with a product failure WOM. In Study 2, subjects indicate 
more favorable toward product and seller, and stronger purchase intention after 
receiving an accommodative response (defensive response) to a product failure review 
(regular negative review). In Study 3, I obtain a similar pattern of results based upon 
the field data from TripAdvisor.com. On one hand, the greater proportion of 
appropriate responding (i.e., defensive responding to regular negative reviews or 
accommodative responding to product failure reviews), the more positive evaluation 
of the consumption of the subsequent consumer. On the other hand, when the seller 
adopts an inappropriate responding strategy (i.e., defensive responding to product 
failure reviews or accommodative responding to regular negative reviews), subsequent 
consumers’ evaluation of the consumption suffers.  
Furthermore, Study 2 also uncovers that the relative effectiveness of 
accommodative vs. defensive responding is mediated by the change in the observing 
consumers’ causal attribution of negative WOM. Specifically, adopting appropriate 
responses (i.e., accommodative responses to product failure reviews or defensive 
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responses to regular negative reviews) helps to shift the causal attribution of negative 
WOM away from the sellers, and consequently enhance consumers’ purchase intention. 
4.2 Managerial implications 
Nowadays, more and more companies use social-media communication as their 
primary digital tool to reach customers. The potency of social media lies in its ability 
to amplify word-of-mouth effects. Yet not many executives have an idea about how to 
harness social media’s power. Firms diligently establish Twitter feeds and branded 
Facebook pages, but few have a deep understanding of how social media interacts with 
consumers to leverage product and brand recognition, drive sales and profitability, and 
engender loyalty. My empirical investigation provides support for the adoption of 
online responding as the effective communication method to engage customers and 
help brands smartly scale their social presence on social media platforms. It also sheds 
light on whether and how online responding influences consumers. For example, the 
significant signaling role of online responding urges all firms to take action to 
intervene in the consumer-to-consumer communication. The spatial and temporal 
separation gives rise to the information asymmetry in the electric market. Online 
responding enables buyers to distinguish between sellers of high and low quality 
products since high-quality products can afford to send a high credibility signal 
(Boulding & Kirmani, 1993). 
Firms should adopt appropriate rsponding strategies which are fit for purpose. A 
newly opening business with a lower consumer awareness accessibility may respond 
to their customer reviews in a more frequent and timely manner to foster its base of 
prospective customers. Regardless of valence, the more consumers who discuss a 
product, the higher the chance that other consumers will become aware of or accessible 
to it, and consequently encourages it to the top of mind for consideration (Berger & 
Fitzsimons, 2008; Berger et al., 2010). A more frequent and immediate responding can 
also help firms winning competitive advantage by enhancing their popularity ranking. 
Surprisingly, long responses should be avoided since they hurt subsequent ratings and 
do not help in other aspects such as volume, permeation across communities, and 
voting among community members. 
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Another important implication lies in the importance of the elaboration of 
response content. The mere action of responding itself is not necessarily effective in 
mitigating the detrimental impact of negative reviews. Firms should draft its responses 
according to the nature of the review. Accommodative responding is not always 
beneficial for all negative reviews; but it works for product failure reviews. Contrarily, 
defensive responding can effectively counteract the impact of regular negative reviews 
instead of product failure reviews. By tailoring the responses according to the nature 
of negative WOM, firms are showing that they are listening to their customers and 
caring about their experience beyond the sales.  
4.3 Main contributions and originality 
Though online responding has become prevalent across industries, no published 
marketing research so far has discussed its impact and potential benefits in terms of 
the maintenance of reputation, the retention of loyal customer, the more informed 
decisions for prospect customers, and the cultivation of customer engagement in 
review systems. This dissertation fills in this void based upon both the field and 
experimental investigations. This subsection summarizes the main contributions as 
well as its originality 
4.3.1 Conceptualization of online responding 
This dissertation provides the first conceptualization of online responding. As an 
innovative communication channel, online responding is firstly depicted in terms of 
four responding attributes for firms to engage their customers in online review systems. 
Responding differing on the frequency, the speed and the amount of information 
engages their customers to different extent or on different dimensions. When proposed 
as a coping method to deal with the negative WOM, I conceptualize different 
responding as accommodative versus defensive responding. I examine the relative 
effectiveness of different responding when confronting a regular negative review or a 
product failure review.  
4.3.2 Contribution to literature in coping strategies to negative events 
My research deviates from current literature in coping strategies to negative events, 
such as negative publicity and crisis management, service/product failure recovery, 
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and inter-personal/inter-organizational transgression. Most research in current 
literature focuses on the involved consumers or parties. However, online responding 
focuses on the observing consumers. This different perspective gives rise to the 
externality, continuousness, and permanence of online responding. As a result, it is not 
surprising that some of my findings may not replicate previous research. For an 
instance, the speed of responding may not be appreciated; or, longer responses may 
not be desirable. Similarly, findings in Study 2 and 3 also question the overwhelming 
advantage of accommodative responding over defensive responding in relevant 
literature. The focus on the perspective of observers establishes the uniqueness of 
online responding when coping with negative events. 
4.3.3 Contribution to social media marketing 
Social media marketing has been increasingly popular nowadays. Brands and 
firms are taking a proactive role in developing various initiatives to promote, influence, 
and monitor the generation and broadcasting of consumer generated contents. 
However, all previous marketing initiations to take advantage of social media 
platforms in an implicit way. This dissertation proposes online responding as a new 
communication channel to explicitly intervene in the generation and broadcasting 
process of consumer reviews. As uncovered in my investigations, online responding 
not only helps promote customer engagement in online review systems but also 
leverage firms’ competitive advantage. Particularly, investigating the responding 
attributes helps formulate the effective responses and provides practical guidelines for 
social media marketing practices. 
4.4 Limitation and future research 
In this dissertation, I provide the empirical evidence on the impact of online 
responding as an innovative communication channel using both the secondary data 
crawled from TripAdvisor.com and the experimental design. Study 1 delineates how 
responding attributes influence customer engagement in the online review system. 
Study 2 and Study 3 distinguish between different responding content and demonstrate 
the relative effectiveness of accommodative vs. defensive responding in countering the 
negative impact of negative WOM.  
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Firstly, previous research has already generated intriguing findings regarding the 
dynamic processes of WOM, such as the declining average trend of the ratings. As for 
the temporal dynamics, research has identified several plausible explanations, such as 
self-selection of early adopters (Li & Hitt, 2008), and a negative trend for all reviewers’ 
evaluations (Godes & Silva, 2012). Research on sequential dynamics illustrates the 
social influence of previous ratings on the evolution of subsequent reviewers’ ratings, 
such as the dissimilarity between previous and current reviews (Godes & Silva, 2012), 
and the bandwagon or differentiation behavior for the infrequent vs. frequent 
contributors in the high-consensus versus high-variance environment (Moe & 
Schweidel, 2012; Wu & Huberman, 2008). Some researchers show the interaction 
between these dynamics (Godes & Silva, 2012; Van den Bulte & Joshi, 2007). 
However, no research has incorporated the role of online responding in the temporal 
and sequential dynamics. Future research should benefit from the investigation of 
whether online responding impedes or facilitates the WOM dynamics. An interesting 
direction is to incorporate the sequential and temporal dimensions and disentangle the 
dynamic of online responding from the original WOM dynamics.  
Secondly, I have conceptualized and categorized different responding strategies 
along a continuum from more accommodative to more defensive. However, in both 
the controlled experiment and the real word field data, all responses were dummy 
coded into either accommodative or defensive responses. Compared with the 
dichotomous categorization, a more flexible measure gauging the different extent of 
accommodative or defensive nature of the responses would definitely enrich research 
findings. 
Thirdly, other conceptualizations of online responding as the emerging 
communication channel can also be beneficial. A seller may tailor some of their 
responses according to the issues or problems mentioned in the responded reviews. 
For example, the seller elaborates on the content of the responses in order to answer 
the questions, clarify any confusion, declare some misunderstandings, and justify for 
the situations. Or, the seller may choose to respond in a superficial manner without 
addressing any specific issue. Does superficial responding work? Is a tailored response 
more effective than a superficial response? How should the seller make the tradeoff 
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between the benefit and the cost of tailored responding? Answers to these questions 
represent another fertile area that deserves more explorations.   
Forthly, this dissertation categorizes negative WOM into regular negative WOM 
and product failure WOM. The distinction that whether the negative review involves 
core attributes (i.e., product failure review) or not (i.e., regular negative review) is 
important in that different negative WOMs evoke different tradeoff for responding, 
which in turn affect the effectiveness of responding as a coping method. Besides the 
severity, negative WOM may involve different types of misconducts or violations, e.g., 
competence vs integrity negative WOM. Research on interpersonal and inter-
organizational relationship reveals that there may be some inherent differences in the 
way people assess positive versus negative information about competence versus 
integrity (see Snyder and Stukas (1999), for a review). Furthermore, accommodative 
vs defensive responses exert differential impact on competence vs integrity violations  
(Ferrin et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2004). Future research will enrich the findings of 
current research on whether different online responding strategies have asymmetrical 
impact on negative reviews involving competence or integrity violation. For an 
instance, due to the positivity bias for competence relevant information and negativity 
bias for integrity relevant information (Madon, Jussim & Eccles, 1997; Martijn et al., 
1992), defensive responding (accommodative responding) may be more effective in 
mitigating the undesirable effect of competence (integrity) negative WOM. 
Last but not least, the field data of this dissertation does not include product sales. 
Weekly hotel popularity ranking on TripAdvisor.com was used as a surrogate to sales 
data. Although the popularity ranking can serve as a significant indicator of a hotels’ 
performance, the real sales data will add more straightforward evidence on the 







Appendix A  TABLES 
Table 1  The increasing pervasion of online responding 















2003 96 534 --- 0.00% --- --- 
2004 140 1378 16 1.16% 4 2.86% 
2005 159 1885 19 1.01% 2 1.26% 
2006 161 2212 37 1.67% 8 4.97% 
2007 173 2991 97 3.24% 17 9.83% 
2008 182 3555 223 6.27% 28 15.38% 
2009 183 4775 554 11.60% 61 33.33% 
2010 191 7014 1622 23.13% 90 47.12% 
2011 200 11990 3678 30.68% 125 62.50% 




Table 2  The distribution of responses across different valence 
 No. of Review No. of Responses % of responded review 
Total 108451 40783 37.61% 
Rating=5 46019 17106 37.17% 
Rating=4 33777 11859 35.11% 
Rating=3 15139 6255 41.32% 
Rating=2 7459 3209 43.02% 
Rating=1 6057 2354 38.86% 




Table 3  Summary for the tests of autocorrelation 
Focal variable Dependent variable F value p-value 
Wrespondi(t-1) Average valence௧ 26.887 0.00 
 Volume௧ 23.583 0.00 
 Dispersion௧ 19.951 0.00 
Speed
 i(t-1) Average valence௧ 8.630 0.004 
  Frequency
 i(t-1)  Volume௧ 8.277 0.005 
  Amount of information
 i(t-1)  Dispersion௧ 4.238 0.041 




Table 4  Summary for the tests of Hausman test 
Focal variable Dependent variable �૛ p-value 
Wrespondi(t-1) Average valence௧ 253.33 0.00 
 Volume௧ 581.58 0.00 
 Dispersion௧ 263.38 0.00 
Speed
 i(t-1) Average valence௧ 193.90 0.00 
  Frequency
 i(t-1)  Volume௧ 245.64 0.00 
  Amount of information
 i(t-1)  Dispersion௧ 138.85 0.00 





Table 5  Estimation results for selection model (Stage One) 
Decision to respond  
Intercept 0.33 
(1.41) 
Average valence of previous reviews௜௧ .22 (.28) 
Average volume of previous reviews௜௧ -.14 (.74) 
Average dispersion of previous reviews௜௧  17.78*** (6.44) 
Average length of previous 
average reviews௜௧ 7.88 (11.97) 
Average no. of reviews for 
previous reviewers௜௧ 53.08 (386.63) 
Average no. of votes previous reviewers௜௧ received 5.00 (20.19) 
Average no. of cities previous reviewers௜௧ visit -3.80 (10.83) 
year effect Yes 
*: marginal significant at 0.10 level; ** Indicates significant at .05 level; *** Indicates significant 





Table 6  The influence of online responding on WOM valence (Stage Two (1)) 






(2.11) wrespond௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ  .026** 
(.01) 
 totalrespond௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ   -.11 
(.17) speed௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ   -.79 
(.86) respondlength௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ   -.39*** 
(.15) 
Control variables    






























Average no. of reviews for previous reviewers௜௧ -.00 (.00) -.00 (.00) -.00 (.00) 




















































year effect Yes Yes Yes 
*: marginal significant at 0.10 level; ** Indicates significant at .05 level; *** Indicates significant 
at .01 level. 
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Table 7  The influence of online responding on volume (Stage Two (2)) 






(6.58) wrespond௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ  .24** 
(.07) 
 totalrespond௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ   .17*** 
(.05) speed௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ   7.63* 
(4.16) respondlength௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ   .98 
(.98) 
Control variables    
























Average length of previous average reviews௜௧  -15.78 (11.14) -10.57 (11.33) -16.96 (18.88) 
Average no. of reviews for previous reviewers௜௧ -.01 (.01) -.01 (.01) -.01 (.01) 




















































year effect Yes Yes Yes 
*: marginal significant at 0.10 level; ** Indicates significant at .05 level; *** Indicates significant 
at .01 level. 
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Table 8  The influence of online responding on WOM dispersion (Stage Two (3)) 






(.76) wrespond௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ  .02** 
(.01) 
 totalrespond௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ   .79*** 
(.21) speed௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ   -.34 
(.54) respondlength௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ   .15 
(.09) 
Control variables    
























Average length of previous average reviews௜௧  -1.71 (1.33) -1.98 (1.36) -4.54* (2.66) 
Average no. of reviews for previous reviewers௜௧ -6.31 (17.58) -1.24 (18.61) -9.61 (30.19) 




















































year effect Yes Yes Yes 
*: marginal significant at 0.10 level; ** Indicates significant at .05 level; *** Indicates significant 
at .01 level. 
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Table 9  Summary of impact of responding on each rating  
DVs              
Attributes 
ܟܚ܍ܛܘܗܖ܌�−૚ܜܗܜ�ܔܚ܍ܛܘܗܖ܌�−૚ ܛܘ܍܍܌�−૚ ܚ܍ܛܘܗܖ܌ܔ܍ܖ܏ܜܐ�−૚ 


























































Control variables     ܘܚ܍ܞܑܗܝܛ �ܞ܍ܚ�܏܍ ܞ�ܔ܍ܖ܋܍� yes yes yes yes ܘܚ܍ܞܑܗܝܛ �ܞ܍ܚ�܏܍ ܞܗܔܝܕ܍� yes yes yes yes ܘܚ܍ܞܑܗܝܛ �ܞ܍ܚ�܏܍ ܌ܑܛܘ܍ܚܛܑܗܖ� yes yes yes yes 
Previous average 
review ܔ܍ܖ܏ܜܐ� yes yes yes yes 
Average no. of reviews for 
previous ܚ܍ܞܑ܍ܟ܍ܚܛ� yes yes yes yes 
Average no. of votes for 
previous ܚ܍ܞܑ܍ܟ܍ܚܛ� yes yes yes yes 
Average no. of cities previous 
reviewers ܞܑܛܑܜ� yes yes yes yes 
Average total no. of previous ܚ܍ܛܘܗܖܛ܍ܛ�−૚ yes yes yes yes 
Average speed of previous ܚ܍ܛܘܗܖܛ܍ܛ�−૚ yes yes yes yes 
Average length of previous ܚ܍ܛܘܗܖܛ܍ܛ�−૚ yes yes yes yes 
Average no. of reviews for 
reviewers in ܟ܍܍ܓ� yes yes yes yes 
Average no. of votes for 
reviewers in ܟ܍܍ܓ� yes yes yes yes 
Average no. of cities visited for 
reviewers in ܟ܍܍ܓ� yes yes yes yes 
year effect yes yes yes yes 
Intercept yes yes yes yes 
*: marginal significant at 0.10 level; ** Indicates significant at .05 level; *** Indicates significant 
at .01 level. 
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Table 10  Estimation results for selection model (Stage One) 
Decision to respond  
Intercept 12.04*** 
(4.31) 
Average valence of previous reviews௜௧ 1.28** 
(.58) 
Average volume of previous reviews௜௧ -.01 
(.01) 
Average dispersion of previous reviews௜௧ 3.44*** 
(1.12) 
Average length of previous average reviews௜௧ -.01 
(.01) 
Average no. of reviews for previous reviewers௜௧ .04** 
(.02) 




Average no. of cities previous reviewers௜௧ visit -.02 
(.02) 
month effect Yes 
*: marginal significant at 0.10 level; ** Indicates significant at .05 level; *** Indicates significant 





Table 11  The influence of online responding on voting (Stage Two) 






(0.03) wrespond௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ  .055*** 
(.019) 
 totalrespond௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ   .041*** 
(.011) speed௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ   .038*** 
(.013) respondlength௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ   .009 
(.008) 
Control variables    


















Average dispersion of previous reviews௜௧  .565** (.24) .563** (.23) .58** (.237) 
Average length of previous average reviews௜௧  -.001 (.004) -.001 (-0.25) -.001 (.0036) 
Average no. of reviews for previous reviewers௜௧ -.002 (.001) -.002 (.0013) -.002 (.0014) 
Average no. of votes previous reviewers௜௧ received .011 (1.28) .010 (.0086) .010 (.0088) 
Average no. of cities previous reviewers௜௧ visit -.002** (.009) -.002** (.0008) -.002** (.0008) 






































month effect Yes Yes Yes 
*: marginal significant at 0.10 level; ** Indicates significant at .05 level; *** Indicates significant 




Table 12  The influence of responding on hotel popularity ranking (Stage Two) 






(.502) wrespond௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ  .015** 
(.006) 
 totalrespond௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ   .010*** 
(.003) speed௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ   .010*** 
(.004) respondlength௜ሺ௧−ଵሻ   .002 
(.002) 
Control variables    
























Average length of previous average reviews௜௧  .003* (.0017) .003* (.0017) .003* (.0017) 
Average no. of reviews for previous reviewers௜௧ -.000 (.66) -.001 (.0011) -.001 (.0012) 




















































*: marginal significant at 0.10 level; ** Indicates significant at .05 level; *** Indicates significant 




Table 13  MANOVA Results of Pre-test 
Independent variables df F Value P Value Wilks’ 
lambda 
Nature of NWOM 1 12.06 0.000** 0.792 
Responding 1 3.08 0.050* 0.937 
Nature of NWOM × 
Responding 




DV: Attitude toward seller 
Nature of NWOM 1 10.78 0.001**  
Responding 1 5.54 0.021*  
Nature of NWOM × 
Responding 
1 3.75 0.056#  
DV: Purchase intention     
Nature of NWOM 1 22.40 0.000**  
Responding 1 0.06 0.805  
Nature of NWOM × 
Responding 
1 7.14 0.009**  
*: marginal significant at 0.10 level; ** Indicates significant at .05 level; *** Indicates significant 
















Dependent variable:  





Regular negative WOM 5.05 4.97 0.10 0.752 
Product failure WOM 4.81 4.03 8.15 0.005** 
    






Regular negative WOM 4.28 4.83 3.38 0.069# 
Product failure WOM 3.81 3.14 3.77 0.055# 
*: marginal significant at 0.10 level; ** Indicates significant at .05 level; *** Indicates significant 




Table 15  MANCOVA Results of Study 2 
Dependent variables:  Purchase intention, attitude toward product, and attitude 
toward seller 
Independent variables: df F Value P Value Wilks’ 
lambda 
Nature of NWOM 1 31.84 0.000** 0.746 
Responding 2 18.18 0.000* 0.701 
Nature of NWOM × 
Responding 
2 2.74 0.013* 0.944 
Control variables:     
Reliance on the product 
reviews 
1 1.80 0.148 0.981 
experience in purchasing 
shoes 
1 2.45 0.064# 0.975 
online purchase experience 1 0.14 0.935 0.999 
*: marginal significant at 0.10 level; ** Indicates significant at .05 level; *** Indicates significant 




Table 16  Separated ANCOVA Results of Study One 
Dependent variables: Purchase intention 
Independent variables: df F Value P Value 
Nature of NWOM 1 65.69 0.000** 
Responding 2 8.55 0.000** 
Nature of NWOM × Responding 2 6.12 0.003** 
Control variables:    
Reliance on the product reviews 1 0.02 0.880 
experience in purchasing shoes 1 3.34 0.069# 
online purchase experience 1 0.14 0.711 
Dependent variables: Attitude toward product 
Independent variables:    
Nature of NWOM 1 74.29 0.000** 
Responding 2 10.24 0.000** 
Nature of NWOM × Responding 2 4.42 0.013* 
Control variables:    
Reliance on the product reviews 1 2.27 0.133 
experience in purchasing shoes 1 3.65 0.057# 
online purchase experience 1 0.25 0.618 
Dependent variables: Attitude toward seller 
Independent variables:    
Nature of NWOM 1 51.73 0.000** 
Responding 2 53.51 0.000** 
Nature of NWOM × Responding 2 5.10 0.007** 
Control variables:    
Reliance on the product reviews 1 1.40 0.238 
experience in purchasing shoes 1 6.67 0.010** 
online purchase experience 1 0.06 0.803 
*: marginal significant at 0.10 level; ** Indicates significant at .05 level; *** Indicates significant 




Table 17  Planed Contrast Results of Study One 
 Dependent 
variables 










































































































































*: marginal significant at 0.10 level; ** Indicates significant at .05 level; *** Indicates significant 




Table 18  Moderated Mediation Analysis Results of Study One 































responding (�ଵ) 0.23 (0.86) 0.94** (3.17) -0.04 (-0.15) -0.49# (-1.76) 0.23 (0.85) 0.75** (2.68) 
Defensive responding 
(Dଶ)  1.12** (4.10) 0.44 (1.48) -0.47# (-1.74) -0.42 (-1.48) 1.5** (3.84) 0.28 (1.01) 
Causal attribution 
toward seller 




Control variables:       






















































*: marginal significant at 0.10 level; ** Indicates significant at .05 level; *** Indicates significant 





Table 19  Bootstrapping Results for Moderated Mediation Analysis  
Mediator: Attribution 
toward seller 
Effect Boot SE BootLLCI BootULCI 
Accommodative 
Responding (�ଵ)     
Nature of WOM:     
Regular negative 
WOM 
-0.005 0.052 -0.166 0.130 
Product failure 
WOM 
0.140 0.080 0.008 0.330 
     
Defensive Responding 
(�ଶ)     
Nature of WOM:     
Regular negative 
WOM 
0.166 0.078 0.041 0.359 
Product failure 
WOM 
0.070 0.074 -0.060 0.229 
Note: a 95% confidence Interval (CI) generated from bootstrapping and dependent variable is 
purchase intention. 
Table 20  Statistical summary for the sample of 91 hotels 
 Number Percentage 
Hotel:  91 100% 
Responding hotel 83 9.6% 
Non-responding hotel 8 90.4% 
Reviews:  42,373 100% 
Responded reviews 14,706 34.7% 
Non-responded reviews 27,667 65.3% 
Positive reviews 31,076 100% 
Responded reviews 10,377 33.4% 
Non-responded reviews 20,699 66.6% 
Regular negative reviews 6,031 100% 
Responded reviews 2,341 38.8% 
Non-responded reviews 3,690 61.2% 
Product failure reviews 5,266 100% 
Responded reviews 1,988 37.8% 
Non-responded reviews 3,278 62.2% 
 
Table 21  Statistical summary for the coding results 

























Table 22  The impact of accommodative vs defensive responding on the rating 




Proportion of defensive responses to 
RN 
--- .850**(.344) 
Proportion of accommodative 
responses to RN 
--- -.529**(.210) 
Proportion of defensive responses to 
PF 
--- -.631*(.345) 
Proportion of accommodative 
responses to PF 
--- .606**(.273) 
Control variables   
Proportion of responses to positive 
reviews 
--- -.009(.275) 
Proportion of irrelevant responses to 
negative reviews 
--- -.668(.414) 
Impact of previous WOM 
Average rating of previous reviews 1.742***(.221) 1.655***(.226) 
Number of previous reviews .310(.252) .290(.242) 
Dispersion of previous reviews -.189(.436) -.553 (.458) 
Average length of previous reviews 2.961***(.898) 3.841***(1.062) 
Impact of previous reviewers’ expertise 
Average number of reviews previous 
reviewers posted 
-.625(.475) -.379(.472) 
Average votes previous reviewers 
received 
.819(.887) .452(.907) 
Average number of cities previous 
reviewers visited 
.255(3.072) -.087(.004) 
Impact of reviewerij’s expertise 
Number of reviews reviewerij 
posted 
.623(2.130) 0.000(.000) 
Number of votes reviewerij received -6.138***(1.200) -.005(.010) 
Number of cities reviewerij visited -1.575*(.915) -.001*(0.002) 
Other controls   
Hotel star ranking dummies Yes Yes 
Month dummies Yes Yes 
Cut1 4.077*** (1.229) 3.537***(1.305) 
Cut2 5.148*** (1.213) 4.610***(1.290) 
Cut3 6.355*** (1.216) 5.818***(1.295) 
Cut4 7.843*** (1.224) 7.309***(1.304) 
*: marginal significant at 0.10 level; ** Indicates significant at .05 level; *** Indicates significant 
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Appendix C  QUESTIONNAIRE EXAMPLE 
 
 







We are now conducting a study about consumers’ online shopping 
behavior. Your opinion is very valuable, so please answer the following 
questions very carefully. The participation is voluntary and anonymous. 
After completing the questionnaire, you will receive a payment for 















I. Online shopping Scenario 
 
 
Imagine that you are planning a hiking with your friends in the coming weekend. 
You are suggested that you need to buy a pair of hiking shoes since the hiking 
route you have chosen is bumpy. You go online and explore on a well-known 
eCommerce website and find that the Expedition brand hiking shoes seem very 
good. Your experienced friends remind you to learn more about it from the 
product reviews before purchase. Please read the product reviews carefully on 








Item condition: New 
with box 
Select size:  
 
Quantity:     More 
than 50 available / 79 sold 
 
 Color: Brown  
 Leather and synthetic 
 Spider365 rubber outsole 
for supremely versatile 
traction 
 eVent waterproof 
breathable membrane 
keeps feet dry 
 Mush infused insole 
provides signature comfort 
 Encapsulated Shoc Pad in 
the heel for shock 
absorption 
Shipping Weight: 2 pounds 
(View shipping rates and 
policies) 
Delivery: Dispatched within 1 
day  
Payments: ,  Postal 
order/Banker's draft   
Returns: 14 days refund, buyer 
pays return postage   
 
Many customers who purchased Expedition hiking shoes wrote down their 
comments. Suppose you notice one of these comments below: 
':nt,�o:d,painful experience in wearing this pair of shoes, uly 4. 2013 
By acadia hike 
I bought the Expedition hiking shoes recently and went hiking yesterday. They 
are really not good or protecting my klebone. I guess they can't absorb the 
shocks as the seller describes on their webpage and the shoes strings are not 
strong enough. I already elt painul ater hiking or only 45 minutes. Won't 
wear again! They aren't good or hiking. 
On the product homepage, there is a function (a button to push) that shows the 
responses rom the seller to the consumers' reviews. 
t show Expedition seller's response to this revie'
���n:n:orpainful experience in wearing this pair of shoes, uly 4. 2013 By ac 
I bought the Expedition hiking shoes recently and went hiking yesterday. They ar 
protecting my anklebone. I guess they can't absorb the shocks as the seller descri 
and the shoes strings are not strong enough. I already elt painul ater hiking or 
Won't wear again! They aren't good or hiking. 
Response: hank you for your support. We realy preciae your commens! 
your uncomfortabe xperience due to the shock absorption probem and the qu 
string. We wil consider your commens in our uture new product evelopment 
shock absorption funcon and he qualiy of srings. Please contact us. e will 
a dscount for your nxt purchase. 
Please answer the ollowing questions merely based on the above review and 
Expedition's response instead of your previous experience. 
1.1 To what extent do you like this pair of shoes? 
Dislike very much Neutral 
I 2 3 4 5 
Like vey much 
6 7 
1.2 Based on Expedition's action ofresponding to this product review, to what extent 
do you like this Expedition seller? 
Dislike very much 
I 2 3 
Neutral 
4 5 
Like very much 
6 7 




Most unlikely  Neutral  Most likely 
   1        2 3 4 5  6        7 
 
 
1.4 To what extent do you agree this negative review was caused by this 
reviewer's factors (such as personality, trait, mood, or skills)? 
Strongly disagree  Neutral  Strongly agree 
   1        2 3 4 5  6        7 
 
Please answer the following questions merely based on the above review and 
Expedition’s response instead of your previous experience. 
 
1.5 To what extent do you agree this negative review was caused by the Expedition’s 
factors (such as low quality, untrustworthiness, or bad operations)? 
Strongly disagree  Neutral  Strongly agree 
   1        2 3 4 5  6        7 
 
1.6 To what extent do you agree the Expedition seller was responsible for the 
mentioned problem?  
Strongly disagree  Neutral  Strongly agree 
   1        2 3 4 5  6        7 
 
 
1.7 To what extent do you agree the mentioned problem was all Expedition seller’s 
fault?  
Strongly disagree  Neutral  Strongly agree 
   1        2 3 4 5  6        7 
 
 
1.8 To what extent do you agree the Expedition seller should be blamed for this 
problem? 
Strongly disagree  Neutral  Strongly agree 
   1        2 3 4 5  6        7 
 
 
1.9 If you decide to buy this pair of Expedition hiking shoes, to what extent do 
you agree this seller will deliver to you a pair of hiking shoes that matches the 
posted description? 
Strongly disagree  Neutral  Strongly agree 
   1        2 3 4 5  6        7 
 
 
1.10  To what extent do you agree this seller will deliver to you a product 
according to the posted delivery terms and conditions? 
Strongly disagree  Neutral  Strongly agree 





Please answer the following questions merely based on the above review and 
Expedition’s response instead of your previous experience. 
 
1.11  To what extent do you agree this seller is likely to be reliable? 
Strongly disagree  Neutral  Strongly agree 
   1        2 3 4 5  6        7 
 
 
1.12  To what extent do you agree this seller is likely to be credible? 
Strongly disagree  Neutral  Strongly agree 
   1        2 3 4 5  6        7 
 
 
1.13  To what extent do you agree this seller is likely to care for your welfare? 
Strongly disagree  Neutral  Strongly agree 
   1        2 3 4 5  6        7 
 
 
1.14  To what extent do you agree this seller will go out on a limb for you if 
there is a problem with your transaction? 
Strongly disagree  Neutral  Strongly agree 
   1        2 3 4 5  6        7 
 
 
1.15 To what extent do you agree this seller is likely to make sacrifices for you if 
needed? 
Strongly disagree  Neutral  Strongly agree 
   1        2 3 4 5  6        7 
 
 
1.16  To what extent do you agree this seller is unlikely to act opportunistically, 
even given the chance? 
Strongly disagree  Neutral  Strongly agree 
   1        2 3 4 5  6        7 
 
 
1.17  To what extent do you agree this seller is likely to keep your best interest 
in mind? 
Strongly disagree  Neutral  Strongly agree 





Please answer the following questions merely based on the above review and 




1.18  How do you think the Expedition seller responded to this reviews? 
Accommodative:  totally accept responsibility, admit to the existence of problems, 
and attempt to take actions to remedy the situation. 
Defensive: provide justification, explanations or denial for its responsibility, and try 




















1.19  To what extent do you agree the lack of shock absorption is a major 
problem? 
Strongly disagree  Neutral  Strongly agree 




1.20  To what extent do you agree the lack of shock absorption is a severe 
problem? 
Strongly disagree  Neutral  Strongly agree 




1.21  To what extent do you agree the lack of shock absorption is an 
inconvenient problem? 
Strongly disagree  Neutral  Strongly agree 

















II. Personal questions 
 




2.2 Please write down the years of your online shopping experience.  _______years 
 
 
2.3 To what extent do you agree that you always rely on online product review in you 
purchase decision? 
Strongly disagree  Neutral  Strongly agree 
   1        2 3 4 5  6        7 
 
 
2.4 To what extent do you agree that you are experienced in buying sports shoes 
(such as hiking boots or jogging shoes) online? 
Strongly disagree  Neutral  Strongly agree 




2.5 Please indicate your gender below: 
       Male_______                           Female_______ 
 
 
2.6 Please indicate your age: _______ years old 
 
 
2.7 Please indicate your education below: 
High school or below Bachelor Master or above 






The end of the Questionnaire! 
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